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The purpose of this study was to determine the present status of inter­
collegiate varsity athletic letterwinners of Augustana College, Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota. Of equal importance to this study were the opin­
ions and attitudes of these athletes toward their varsity athletic 
experience at Augustana College. All varsity letterwinners included 
in records obtained from the Alurrmi and Athletic office files, 1920 to 
1977, were sent a questionnaire. The data were analyzed through cal­
culation of the total number of responses to each questionnaire item, 
as well as percentages, and averages. The questionnaire was rrailed to 
958 letterwinners. Five-hundred and forty-two questionnaires (56. 6 
percent) were received before the deadline of March 24, 1978. The 
questionnaire consisted of items pertaining to present status and opin­
ions of the letterwinners. The status items consisted of: letters 
received in each sport, sex, rrarital status, children, state of resi­
dence, date of graduation, academic major(s) graduate study, advanced 
degrees, parent's education, financial assistance received, occupation, 
military service, organization membership, political offices held, 
salary, physical condition, leisure time activities and participation 
frequency. The letterwinners responded positively to the following 
opinion items: 72. 2 percent believed they were well prepared for 
coaching; 83.6 percent indicated that their coach(es) had at least some 
influence on their personal growth; 69. 0 percent believed that in the 
classroom they received the same treatment as other students; 60. 0 
percent suggested that athletic participation was worthy of academic 
credit; 73. 1 percent stated that their athletic experience had a posi­
tive effect on their present feelings toward their alrra mater; and 
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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Significance of the Problem 
Of special interest to athletic departments in colleges and 
universities are the attitudes of alumni-athletes toward their varsity 
intercollegiate athletic experiences. There is a growing interest in 
ascertaining the value athletics has in preparing men and women for 
post-college life. Data received from athletic letterwinners nay be 
useful in this determination. 
The present status of former letterwinners is of interest to 
admissions and alumni offices as well as the athletic departments of 
.colleges and universities. A profile of alumni can assist in the 
identification of strengths and weaknesses in that institution. By 
surveying the alumni, evidence may be obtained which might indicate 
reasons for the level of interest among alunmi for their alma mater. 
Everson reports, in a survey of Augustana College Alunmi, that the 
attitude expressed toward their alna mater depended on how they were 
treated by college staff merr�ers during their collegiate days. (10:1) 
These findings suggest that retention of support for colleges and 
universities among alumni may be related to their undergraduate exper­
iences. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to determine the present status 
of intercollegia�e varsity athletic letterwinners of Augustana College, 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Of equal importance in this study are the 
opinions and attitudes these athletes have toward their intercolle­
giate varsity athletic experience at Augustana College. 
Scope of the Study 
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The present investigator surveyed varsity athletic letter­
winners at Augustana College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, from 1920-
1977. For inclusion in this study, the letterwinner must have com­
pleted eligibility requirements prior to the 1977-1978 academic year. 
All intercollegiate varsity letterwinners included in records obtained 
from the Athletic Department and Alumni Office of Augustana Coilege 
were sent a questionnaire to determine their attitude and status since 
leaving college. 
Limitations of the Study 
The questionnair� form of data collection was irr�lemented. 
Some of the weaknesses noted for this study are: 
1. The success an athlete had as a player may have influenced 
his or her interest in responding to the questionnaire. 
2. The authenticity of each letterwinner's response was 
undeterminable. 
3. Addresses for some athletes were not attainable. 
4. Some sports with varsity status have been in existence for 
a !ind ted time. The letterwinners participating in these sports 
represented only a srrall percentage of total respondents to this 
questionnaire. 
5. Some team sports such as football and basketball were 
represented by a larger nunilier of respondents than some individual 
sports such as golf and tennis. 
Definitions of Terms 
Letterwinner - The term letterwinner in this study is defined 
as any student who completes the requirements for a varsity athletic 
letter as outlined by the Athletic Department and individual coaches 
of Augustana College. 
3 
Varsity sport - A varsity sport in this study is defined as an 
intercollegiate sport which is under full sponsorship of the Augustana 
College Athletic Department. 
CHAPTER II. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Much has been written concerning the advantages and disad­
vantages of athletic competition within the educational institutions 
of this country. Few studies conducted by colleges or universities 
concerning the present status and opinions of former athletic letter­
winners could be found. The review of literature for this study was 
organized into four major areas: principl�s of questionnaire con­
struct�on, surveys of alumni, surveys of athletic alunmi, and the 
val ue of athletics • 
. Literature Related to Question­
naire Construction 
Wigderson suggested that there are four basic considerations 
which shoul d be rrade prior to the distribution of a questionnaire. 
These include: 
1. Is what you want to find out worth the cost? 
2. What does the questionnaire tell you? 
3. Are the answers reliable? Approach answers to question­
naires with skeptism. Is the instrument measuring fact or feeling? 
4. Are the questions ambiguous? Meaning of the questions 
must be clear. Some simple rules to follow in wri_ting questions: 
a. Define objectives. 
b. Delimit objectives. 
c. Use this formula: brevity, clarity, simplicity. 
d. Pretest. 
e. Present understandable results. (21:46-47) 
McCue developed an instrument for evaluating attitudes toward 
intensive competition in team games. The questions in the instrument 
were classified into six areas: 
1. Personality. 
2. Human relationships. 
3. Public relations. 
4. Physical development. 
5. Recreation. 
6. Safety. (19:205) 
Five intensity of feeling options were listed for subject re­
sponse. These included: (a) Strong�y Agree, (b) Agree, (c) Neutral 
or Indifferent, (d) Disagree, and (e) Strongly Disagree. The follow­
ing statements are ex amples of those included in the questionnaire 
developed by McCue: 
1. Winning and losing in this type of participation helps to 
prepare most individuals for competition they meet in daily living. 
5 
2. Participatio_n helps train most individuals to face problems 
of life. 
3. After individuals have participated in this type of com­
petition, they are more likely to want to participate in sports for 
the rest of their lives •. 
4. Participation helps most players to ex pect better grades 
than if they were not on the team. 
5. Participation helps most individuals to set a goal and 
follow it. (19:207-209) 
McCue concluded that objective and reliable procedures for measuring 
various economic groups would be useful in analyzing responses. (19:207) 
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Bennett's questionnaire, distributed to 2,500 lettermen of Ohio 
State University in 1953, focused on 10 major areas of status and one 
area of opinion. J'Jajor status categories included: sports and year, 
col lege background, occupation, economic status, family, community and 
social activities, military service, graduate study, parents' edu­
cation, and expenses. For the opinion question respondents were to 
express their feelings regarding their varsity athletic experiences at 
Ohio State University. Specifically, they were to indicate whether the 
experience was worthwhile and if it contributed to their post-college 
life. (3: 1-3) 
Koch's survey of varsity lettermen of South Dakota State Uni­
versity was a modification of that of Bennett. The instrument con­
tained status questions and one open-ended opinion question. The 
opinion question asked South Dakota State lettermen to indicate whether 
the experience was worthwhile and if it contributed to their post­
college life. (16:115-116) 
Alumni Surveys 
A study completed by Hill in 1958 at South Dakota State Univer­
sity was designed to determine the status of 166 graduates with a major 
or minor in physical education. The analysis of Hill's data revealed 
the following: 
1. Eighty-four percent of the alumni had married. The average 
number of children per graduate was 2.2. 
2. The four most common means of financing their education 
were self, G.I. Bill, parents, and scholarships. 
3. A total of 77. 7 percent of the graduates had spent some 
time in military service; of these, 49. 9 percent held .a commission. 
4. Forty-five percent had completed some graduate work with a 
total of 37 percent receiving an advanced degree. 
5. Fifty-seven percent of the graduates were still in the 
field of physical education. (11: 1-61) 
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In 1973, Johnson surveyed 207 graduates of Augustana College of 
South Dakota majoring in physical education. The purpose of the study 
was to obtain opinions from graduates, during the years 1950-1972 
inclusively, concerning their preparation as a physical educator and 
to determine their present status. One-hundred and three question­
naires (50 percent) were returned. Johnson's study revealed the 
-following results: 
1. Seventy-nine percent of the graduates were married. 
2. Fifty-six percent of the respondents had completed some 
graduate work. Fifty-four percent of the graduates had been awarded 
an advanced degree. 
3. Sixty-three percent of the graduates were earning between 
$6, 000 and $11, 000 annually. 
4. The preparation at the undergraduate level in physical 
education at Augustana College was rated as "average" or "above aver­
age," while the rating for preparation to coach athletics was "slightly 
below average. " (13:14-52) 
Another alumni study of South Dakota State University was 
implemented by Cecil in 1970. Cecil's reasons for conducting the 
survey were: 
1. To facilitate an evaluation of the university's programs. 
2. To collect demographic data. 
3. To accumulate infornation relative to career fields. 
4. To determine economic status. 
5. To obtain the opinions and attitudes of alumni concerning 
their experiences at South Dakota State University. 
6. To ascertain the graduates' contributions to society. 
7. To obtain data from alumni for future planning of the 
university. 
a. To organize an ongoing study of alumni. (5:2-3) 
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Cecil received 1, 472 responses of 6, 670 questionnaires mailed 
to alumni (22.1 percent}. The majority of the respondents had gradu­
ated in either agriculture and biological science (24. 8 percent) , or 
engineering (24. 8 percent). The other areas of academic concentration 
were in home economics (10 percent), pharmacy (8. 8 percent) , nursing 
(3.0 percent), and 15.5 percent in general registration. Twenty-five 
percent of the graduates had obtained their naster's degree while six 
percent had received a doctoral degree. (5:7-81) 
Cecil's findings also revealed that 87 percent of the alunmi 
were married and had an average of 2.03 children. The average income 
for the alumni was grouped by decade of graduation. The income for 
1968 was used for all respondents. For 100 male alumni who graduat�d 
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between  1930-1939, the average annual income was $19, 540; for 120 male 
alumni graduating be tween  1940-1949, the average annual income was 
$18 , 350; and the average annual income for 369 rr�le alumni graduating 
betwe en 1950-1959 was $15, 422. This study also reve aled that 8 .9 pe r­
cent of the alumni we re "vitally intereste d" in South Dakota State 
Unive rsity. Sixty-two pe rcent of the alumni were "interested, " 27.7 
pe rcent we re "slightly interested, " and . 9  perce nt were "not inter­
ested. " (5:7-81) 
The alunmi survey conducte d by Eve nson in the spring of 1976 at 
Augustana Colle ge of South Dakota de alt with five major are as of con­
cern. These are as include d their attitudes toward: 
1. Augustana Colle ge . 
2. The Alurrmi Program. 
3. Fund Raising. 
4. The Academic Programs. 
5. Campus Facilities. (10: 2-3) 
Thirty- five state ments of opinion were formulated based upon 
the afore me ntioned five general are as, and we re maile d to 15, 000 
alumni. Of these, 7,500 re ceived bache lors de gree s  from Augustana 
College . Of the 15, 000 opinionnaire s mailed, 2, 008 valid response s 
(13.4 perce nt) were re ce ived. The alumni were provided with one of 
five options on each opinion statement in the questionnaire. These 
included: (a) Strongly Agree ,  (b) Agre e, (c) Disagree ,  (d) Strongly 
Disagree ,  and (e ) Abstain. (10:1) 
Evenson reporte d that almost half the respondents claimed to be 
earning be twe e n  $15,000 and $30,000 annually. Vocational cate gories 
were topped by e ducation with 38. 4  pe rce nt of the alumni, busine ss and 
sales were second with ll. 3 percent. This was followed by medical 
professions including nursing, with 10. 4 percent, the ministry 4. 9 
percent, home�kers 4. 0 percent, student 3. 0 percent, financial man­
agement 2. 3 percent, legal professions 1. 8 percent, and government 
employees with 1. 5 percent. (10:1-6) 
A total of 1, 486 (74 percent) agreed with the statement that 
their "attitude toward Augustana reflects how ·r was treated while a 
student there. " While 15 percent disagreed with that statement, an 
additional 11 percent chose not to respond to the question. Evenson 
also reported that 73 percent of the alumni felt Augustana had a 
positive effect on them and that their diploma, or years spent at 
Augustana, was helpful in securing employment. (10: 1-6) 
Athletic Lettermen's Surveys 
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Bennett surveyed all 2, 500 members of the Varsity "0" Club, 
which consisted of varsity athletic lettermen, to determine their 
status since leaving The Ohio State University. A total of 1, 492 men 
(59. 7 percent) responded. The largest response came from the football 
players with 26. 1 percent. Eighteen percent of the track lettermen 
responded to the questionnaire followed by baseball, 13. 8 percent, 
basketball, 9. 5 percent, and wrestling, 7. 4 percent. The other sports 
included in Bennett's study were tennis, golf, swimming, gymnastics, 
fencing, soccer, polo, riflery, and sports managers which comprised the 
remainder of the 378 lettermen, (25 percent) . (3:1-2) 
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The questionnaire concentrated mainly on status questions 
dealing with college background, occupation, economic status, family, 
community and social acitivites, military service, graduate study, 
parents' education, and expenses. Of the 1, 492 men responding to the 
questionnaire, 87 percent graduated from Ohio State, 3 percent left 
Ohio State University but graduated from another college and 10 per­
cent did not graduate. The lettermen represented all the colleges of 
the university with the College of Commerce claiming 24 percent, Arts 
and Science, 20 percent, Engineering; 14 percent, Education, 14 per­
cent, and Agriculture, 10 percent. (3:1-2) 
Bennett reported that the lettermen were in a variety of occu­
pations including 45 percent in business, 23 percent in various 
professions, with engineering and law most popular. Twelve percent 
of the lettermen were in education, and various other occupations such 
as the military, farming, government employees, and trades made up the 
remaining 20 percent. (3:1) 
The median gross income for the athletic lettermen in 1952 was 
$7,976 . Ninety-one percent were married, and had an average of 1.8 
children. The average number of organizations to which the respondents 
belonged was 3.3. Thirty-six percent of the lettermen were serving as 
an officer of at least one organization . Nine percent had held politi­
cal office. Fifty-seven percent of the respondents were military 
veterans. (3:1-2) Forty-five percent of the lettermen had taken gradu­
ate work, with 32 percent holding an advanced degree. Twenty percent 
of the lettermen had one or more parents graduate from college. (3:2) 
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Bennett's questionnaire included an opinion question dealing 
with the athlete's feelings toward his varsity athletic experience at 
Ohio State University . Of the total number of responses to this 
question, less than 2 percent expressed dissatisfaction with their 
athletic experience. (3: 44) The areas of greatest importance to the 
athletes were: 
1. Influence of coaches . 
2. Character_development. 
3. Personality development . 
4. Practical benefits. 
5. Relation to occupation. 
6. Carry-over values . 
7. Dissatisfaction statements. (3: 16,26) 
In 1962 the University of Pittsburgh distributed a questionnaire 
to 1, 678 of its lettermen, receiving a return of 1, 391 ,  or 83 percent, 
during a one-year period. The survey focused on the status of the 
athletes since leaving the University of Pittsburgh . The distribution 
of the lettermen by occupation is shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
VOCATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF LETTERWINNERS IN 
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH STUDY 
Baseball Basketball Football Golf Tennis Track 
% % % % % % 
Medicine 4 9 4 8 13 4 
Law 4 4 2 3 6 5 
Engineerir.g 9 5 5 11 17 11 
Education 19 20 25 5 14 14 
Management 12 9 9 8 7 12 
Entrepeneurs 3 9 4 8 9 
Sales 13 10 14 33 13 12 
Denis try 13  15 18 11 5 11 
Others 23 1 9  1 9  13 1 6  24 
Totals 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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Litchfield noted that 37 percent had earned an advanced degree. Eight 
percent of the lettermen had entered the coaching field. (18:66-80) 
Koch conducted a study of the athletic lettermen at South Dakota 
State University in 1974. Nine-hundred and ninety-seven lettermen 
were surveyed over an 18 month period with 733, or 73. 5 percent re­
sponding. Following the format of Bennett's study, Koch emphasized 
the inclusion of status questions in his questionnaire. Of the letter­
men surveyed, former football players provid_ed the largest number of 
responses with 44 percent, followed by track with 32  percent, basket­
ball with 21.4 percent, baseball with 15. 3 percent, wrestling with 8. 9 
percent, cross-country with 5. 3 percent, tennis with 4. 1 percent, and 
golf with 3. 0 percent. Seventy-one percent of the athletes lettered 
· in one sport with 24 percent lettering in two sports and 5 percent 
lettering in three sports. Ninety-three percent of the lettermen re­
ceived bachelors degrees from South Dakota State University. Sixteen 
lettermen, or 2 percent, transferred to another school and graduated, 
while 32, or 4 percent, did not graduate from a college or university. 
(16:15-65) 
Physical education was the choice of 19.5 percent of the ath­
letes for their major academic area, while engineering followed with 
18.1 percent, pharmacy with 7.5 percent, and economics with 7. 1 per­
cent. Fifty-six percent had completed some graduate work and 33. 1 
percent had received an advanced degree. Sixteen percent of the let­
termen had one or both parents graduating from college. 
u U I 
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Some of the findings of the Koch study included: 
1.  Twenty-eight percent of all lettermen received an athletic 
scholarship, 43.2 percent had a campus job, 17. 8 percent had an off­
campus job, 15.5 percent had a room grant, 14. 6 percent had a loan, 
10.8 percent had an academic scholarship, 8 percent had some type of 
government financial assistance. 
2. Forty-one states and three foreign countries were repre­
sented by former lettermen with the largest number still residing in 
South Dakota (35 percent}, Minnesota·with 13.7 percent, and California 
with 6.4 percent. 
3. Sixty-eight percent of the lettermen had served in the 
armed services with 62.1 percent of those serving as corrITTtissioned 
officers. 
4. Of the 997 lettermen responding to the questionnaire, 89 . 6  
percent were n@rried, while 1 percent were divorced. The average 
family size was 2. 23 children. 
5. Career fields represented by the highest number of  re­
sponses included education, 32 . 6 percent, business, 18 . 0  percent, 
engineering, 16. 9 percent, military service, 8. 6 percent, and farmers 
and/or ranchers, 6. 8 percent. 
6. Fifty-two percent of the lettermen had engaged in some 
type of coaching with 22 percent at the high school level. 
7. Subjects reported an annual median income in 1969 of 
$13,115, while the mean income was $14,550. 
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8. Slightly over eight percent (8 . 2) of the lettermen were 
elected to a political office. They joined an average of four organi­
zations, and held an average of 1. 4 offices. 
9. Seventy percent of the lettermen felt their classroom 
treatment at South Dakota State University was generally the same as 
other students', while 2. 6 percent felt they had been victims of 
discrimination, and 1. 7 percent thought they had received preferential 
treatment. 
10. Eighty-three percent of the athletes said they were "inter­
ested" or "vitally interested" in their alma mater. Sixteen percent 
said they were "slightly interested" and 1 percent had no interest in 
South Dakota State University. 
11. Ninety- five percent of the respondents believed that their 
athletic experiences were worthwhile, 4 percent of the athletes said 
their feelings about the experience were neither positive nor negative. 
Slightly over 1 percent (1.3) said that intercollegiate athletics had 
a negative effect on them. 
Koch concluded that athletics had a positive effect on the majority 
of lettermen in their post-college life. (16: 15-65) 
Another study of college athletes was completed by Bowlus at 
Indiana University in 1975. Bowlus made comparisons between the status 
of athletic letterwinners and non-letterwinners. The men studied were 
graduates of Indiana University between 1946 and 1965, and were sub­
d1vided into highly successful athletes, athletes, and non­
letterwinners. Through the use of a questionnaire, 1, 143 subjects 
were contacted with 644 or 56 . 4  percent responding. 
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Little or no difference was found between the three groups 
with respect to: the value of securities owned; the amount of per­
sonal life insurance; the rrarket value of their homes; amount of 
graduate study; organization membership and officership, the number 
of vocational positions held; and the values traditionally attributed 
to having been acquired through participation in intercollegiate 
athletics. (�: 25) 
The greatest difference between the h�ghly successful athletes 
and the other two groups was income. The highest percentage (73 per­
cent) of highly successful athletes had an annual income over $15,000 
and 25 percent of this group had an income over $25 , 000. The athlete 
and non-letterwinners groups had comparable percentages in financial 
-gain. Members of all three groups felt their course work had con­
tributed most to their status. The highly successful athletic group 
and the athletic group indicated that their intercollegiate athletic 
experience had the greatest effect on their status while the non­
letterwinners believed that they received no significant benefit from 
their participation. 
Less than 2 percent (1.7) of the members of the athletic and 
highly successful athletic groups had negative corrm1ents about inter­
collegiate athletics. Over 50 percent of the members of the two 
groups specifically stated that intercollegiate athletics had bene­
ficial effects upon their lives, and upon their present vocational 
status. (4: 25) 
Literature Related To The 
Value Of Athletics 
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Educational values related to athletics. The value of ath­
letics in the schools has been the focal point of discussion among 
educators and school officials for several years. Kniker suggested 
that positive benefits of participation in programs of interscholastic 
athletics include the development of the following: (1) control, 
(2) competitive spirit, (3) social security, (4) physical well- being, 
and (5) spirit of cooper�tion and te�mwork. (15: 116) 
Knik er observed that research into the values of athletics is 
limited, and that neither the proponents nor critics are capable of 
demonstrating that athletics is either beneficial or harmful. He 
_suggested that further research must be completed relative to the 
value of athletics because it is a "major social phenomenon. " (15: 119) 
Alley stated that school athletics can be a potent tool for 
developing behavior patterns if directed correctly. Athletics can be 
viewed as a "two-edged sword," according to Alley, capable of cutting 
in opposite directions depending on who is swinging it. (1: 104) 
According to Crase, discussions about the value of athletics 
have continued for over 75 years. He observed that school officials 
generally view athletic programs as a worthwhile educational experi­
ence and in most instances they are essential to school and university 
life. Crase also stated that in the opinion of some sports sociolo­
gists, athletics are "· • •  a powerful social force which has the 
potential to cross barriers as great as racial desegregation. " (7: 99) 
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Dannehl and Razor feel an over-emphasis has been placed on 
winning, and that it has resulted in the exploitation of athletics for 
reasons other than education. They perceive that communities and 
school authorities have a responsibility to review their attitudes 
toward competition and to de-emphasize victory as the only goal of 
athletics. They added that due to the rising costs of all programs 
in school districts and colleges, each program must be examined for 
its educational value·. (8:59) 
The role of the coach in athletics. Alley feels that the coach 
can have a positive effect on his players if he is of "resolute in­
tegrity. " (1:102) Not only does the coach influence his players but 
he may have an effect on the crowd at athletic contests. With the 
close guidance of a coach dedicated, not solely to winning, but to the 
f ull developrnent of each individual, school athletics may provide an 
excellent laboratory for developing positive social behavior. (1:103) 
Lawther noted that a coach usually has a closer relationship 
and a greater influence on youngsters than almost any other teacher. 
He observed that the personal behavior displayed by the coach will be 
under close scrutiny from not only the players, but the community it­
self. Lawther perceives a coach should be a person that sets an 
example for young people to emulate. The amount of influence that a 
coach has on players is inescapable, and, according to Lawther, he has 
an almost "fearf ul responsibility" for directing character formation. 
(17:65-66) 
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Bennett' s study revealed an ex ample of the influence a coach 
may have when he cited these observations of former Ohio State Univer­
sity lettermen: 
My coach ma y  not have a lot of book learn ing, but he had a way 
with young men . Mrny were the times that his ideas were fol­
lowed in sports, everyday life, and thr ough the second World 
War. He taught (in his way) sportsmanship • • • •  I have a son 
n ow and I want him to participate in sports when that age. And 
I wan t  his coaches to be builders of mind as well as body. 
(Wrestler, 1942, n ow s_elf-employed. ) 
I have the greatest respect for the men who coached me and feel 
that they taught me a great deal about nieeting my responsibil­
ities in later life. (Football and golf, 1 922, business 
executive. ) (2: 1 6 )  
On the person ality side, the greatest gains were in self­
confidence and honesty. The honesty came in the back door. 
One of my coaches taught me to cheat. Moral reaction against 
such practices becomes a help in the regenerative process. 
( Track, 1907, in business. ) (2: 16) 
Respondents to Koch' s survey also described their feelings 
about-their former coaches and the effect they had on their lives: 
The great coach we had did much more to make a man and a life­
long competitor out of his players than will ever be recognized 
( ex cept by his players) . He knew if you stuck on the football 
squad you' d be hard to elimin ate from business or any other 
venture. (Football, basketba ll, and track, 1 938 , n ow a busi­
nessnan and governmen t employee. ) (16 : 76) 
Bein g  a member of the 1933-34-35 football team coached by a 
man we will always admire is the highlight of my life. (Foot­
ball, 1939, military career. ) (16 : 77)  
The high school and college coach as seen by Woods, is poten ti­
ally one of the most powerful sources of inspiration for a young man . 
He stated that the coach symbolizes many of the virtues a child an d 
adolescent are striving to attain. These in clude strength, competitive 
competence, independence, and rra sculin ity. (22: 60) 
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Woods feels that a coach s houldn't be paid for the number of 
wins his team possesses but in terms of the kind of men he helps build . 
As a model for emul ation, the coach must control his anger and po­
tential for viol ence in the way he handles both winning and l os ing.  
(22:60) 
The va lue of athl etics to the participant . Jones stated that 
s uccessful participation in athl etics can facil itate the d evel opment 
of confid ence which psychol ogists attest as being ess ential to the 
healthy d evelopmen t of personal ity. Jones agreed with Hayes who sug­
ges ted that athl etic competition is an important factor in t he d e­
velopment of the will to s ucceed. He al so reported that participants 
learn how to sa crifice some of their own desires for the good of the 
team. (14: 407) 
Other benefits of athl etics as view�d by Jones incl ude travel , 
opportunities to meet new people and ma ke l ife-l ong friendships, and 
receive athl etic s cholars hips to hel p defray the cost of col l ege ex­
penses. Jon es estimated that an athl ete with a four-year coll ege 
ed ucation has the possibility of earnin g between $175, 000 and $ 200, 000 
more in a life-time than a non-graduate. (14: 409) 
Daugherty al so identified some non-material val ues a partici­
pa nt in athl etics na y gain in na king reference to a quote by Anderson, 
who s ta ted: 
Another thin g we tr y  to teach our young men is that it is not 
wha t you get out of it from a na terial s tandpoint , but the t ype 
of pers on you become. The l essons in athl etics can be appl ied 
everywhere • • • • If he real l y  appl ies al l the athl etic virtues 
of work, sincerity, sacrifice, cooperati on, and pl ayin g  by the · 
rules to every part of his faith, (an athl ete) has to be a 
better man . (9: 38 ) 
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Michener - suggested that college athletics n eed to be revamped 
to meet the needs of athletes and the institutions they represent. He 
observed that the present organization of college athletics has f os­
tered numerous recruiting scandals and created a rrulti-million dollar 
monster that threatens to engulf the college and university education al 
process. A misconception that Michener attempted to clarify is the 
notion that a potential athlete being recruited is a student first and 
an athlete second. He ci ted a quote by Bryant  who stated: 
I used to go alon g with the idea that football players on 
scholarship were "student athletes, " which is what the NCAA 
calls them. Meaning a studen t first, an athlete second. We 
were kidding ourselves, trying to make it more palatable to 
academicians. We don't have to say that an d we shouldn't. 
At the level we play, the boy is really an athlete first and 
a student second. (20: 254) 
Not all athletic programs are administered on the same scale as 
"the big-time schools, " according to Michener. The un iversities that 
wish to continue operatin g their programs on a profession al basis 
should form a "super league, " draft their players and pay them well, 
but not with a scholarship which implies they are at the institution 
to be a student- athlete, explains Michener. Some college and univer­
sity officials seem to agree that athletic scholarships should be 
el iminated, as did Mitchell when he stated: 
Ou r  un iversities train professional athletes at a d ead loss. 
Colleges should state that they' ll give no more athletic 
s cholarships • • • only loans, and then if an athlete goes 
into busin ess or law school or medicin e, when he graduates 
you tear up the loan . But if he goes into profession al 
sports because of what you've don e for him, you don't tear 
up the pape r, and he owes you that_ money. We might e ven in­
s titute a check- off system, with the professional te am 
sending us our mone y dire ct from his pay che ck. (20: 256 -257 ) 
Michene r viewe d the intercollegi ate athletic scene with some 
appre hensi on, but be lieved that on balance , there is more that is 
he althy than sick in college athletics. (20: 280) 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Organization of the Study 
The purpose of the present study was to determine the status of - ' 
varsity intercollegiate athletic letterwinners of Augustana College, 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Of equal importance to the present inves­
tigation were the opinions expressed by the letterwinners concerning 
their athletic participation while attending Augustana Coll ege. 
To achieve this purpose the present writer investigated the 
following areas: ( 1) the status of the fo�mer letterwinners of 
Augus�ana College from 1920-1977, ( 2) their opinions relative to 
·several dimensions of their athletic experiences, ( 3) their present 
level of interest in Augustana College, and (4) the value of their 
athletic experien�e in terms of their personal and/or professional 
life. 
The survey method utilizing a questionnaire was employed in the 
collection of data. The purpose of the survey questionnaire technique 
of research , according to Hubbard, is to determine conditions as they 
presently exist and to make inquiries concerning attitudes and opin­
ions. ( 1 2:272) In developing the questionnaire the investigator fol­
lowed the guidelines listed by Wigderson, which are to: (1) define 
the objectives, ( 2) delimit objectives, ( 3) check the instrument for 
brevity, clarity, simplicity, (4) pretest, and (5 ) present results 
that are easy to interpret. ( 21:47) 
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Thro ugh discussions with the Athletic Dir ector , Chairman of  the 
Physical E ducation Department and Alumni Director o f  Augustana Col lege, 
the names of  1, 049 letter winners were located. Of these l etter winners, 
91 addresses were unavailable, leaving 958 athletes for incl usio n in 
this study . Of this total, 84 were ferr� les and 874 were m ales. 
Source o f  the Data 
A computer printout of  all kno wn names and addr esses o f  former 
intercoll egiate athletic l etterwinners betwee n  the years o f  1920 and 
1977 was received from the Augustana Alumni Office. On December 5, . 
1977, _ 958 questionnair es were ma il ed to the letter winners. 
For a woma n to be incl uded in the sampl e she must have l etter ed 
in o ne o f  the eight sponsored intercoll egiate athl etic sports offered 
for . women at Augustana College after 1971. This marked the time when 
the Association of  Intercoll egiate Athl etics for Women (A. I .A.W. ) 
sanctio ned state and national competitio n for sports teams, including 
those at Augustana Col lege. 
O f  the 546 questionnaires retur ned only  fo ur were compl eted 
incorrectly,  thus invalidating their inclusion in the present study. 
The 542 val id questio nnaires accounted for 56. 6 percent o f  the total 
sample, and were used as the source o f  data. 
Collectio n  o f  the Data  
The first dr aft o f  the questionnaire was pr epared by r eviewing 
similar instr uments, conferring with members of the faculty o f  the 
Health, Physical Educatio n and Recreatio n Department at So uth Dakota 
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State University and the Athletic and Physical Education Department 
at Augustana College. Following the completion of revisions, the 
second dr aft was submitted to a research committee, and also to 15 
graduate students in the Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Department. The students were asked to comment on the content, rel i­
ability, clarity, and ease of interpreta tion of the questionnaire 
items. Upon completion of the suggested revisions in the question­
naire, and its approval by the Graduate F aculty in Health, Physical 
E ducation and Recreation at South Da kota State University, 958 ques­
tionnaires were ma iled to past Augustana College athletic letter­
winners. A letter of transmittal was designed to outl ine the nature 
of the present study, and to guarantee anonymity to the respondents. 
The first mailing of the questionnaire to Augustana letter­
winners began on December 5, 1977, and the deadline for inclusion in 
the study was M3. rch 24, 1978.  Along with the first rr� iling of the 
questionnaire, l etter of transmittal, and letter of sponsorship (see 
Appendix A) , the letterwinners were made aware of the present study by 
an advertisement appearing in the Augustana College Athletic News 
Bulletin on October 5, 1977 , November 18, 1977, January 6 ,  1978, and 
the Augustana Today (the alumni newspaper) in December, 1977 . E ach 
publication reminded the letterwinners of the purpose of the study, 
and encouraged prompt return of the questionnaire. 
Following the initial na iling date of the questionnaire, 
(December 5, 1977 ) 389 questionnaires were received ( 40 .6 percent) . 
On January 2 6, 1978, 565 questionnaires were ma iled to letterwinners 
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who had not previously responded. A follow-up letter was included 
with the second mailing and appears in Appendix B .  Following the 
second mailing and until the deadline of Ma rch 24, 1978,  153 more 
letterwinners responded (16 . 0  percent) . During the 15 weeks of the 
study, 546 letterwinners returned their questionnaires for analysis. 
Four respondents failed to properly complete the questionnaire, and 
were  excluded from the sample. The 91 athletes whose addresses were 
not located were also excluded. The names of letterwinners who could 
not be located, were published in the January 6, 1978,  A ugustana Col­
lete Athletic News Bulletin in an attempt to determine thei� addresses. 
No additional names or addresses were  obtained through that approach. 
A tota l of 542 questionnaires were used as data tor the present study 
(56. 6 percent) . 
The returned questionnaires, which contained coded numbers 
ma tching those from the· computer printout received from the A ugustana 
Alumni Office, were carefully checked to insure that each was from the 
intended r espondent. By  checking the retur n z ip code of each return 
envelope (as well as the respondent's year of graduation)  with the 
computer printout, this investigator was able to determine the sub­
j ects to conta ct during the follow-up mailing. A ll questionnaires 
returned were from the correct respondents. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISa.JSSION OF RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the present status 
of intercollegia te varsity athletic letterwinners of Augustana Col­
lege, Sioux Fa lls, South Da kota. Of equal importance in this study 
were the opinions and attitudes of these athletes toward their inter­
collegiate varsity athletic experience at Augustana College. Included 
in this chapter are: organization of the data for ana lysis, ana lysis 
of the data, and discussion of results. 
Organization of the Data for Ana lysis 
Infornation from the 542 letterwinners who returned the 
questionnaire to this investigator was coded and transferred to com­
puter cards. The data were analyzed through a ca lculation of the total 
number of responses to ea ch questionnaire item, as well as percenta ges, 
and averages. Respondents' opinions rela tive to the influence of 
their coaches and their feelings about their athletic experience at 
Augustana College were organized according to year  of graduation or 
last year of pa rticipation and sport. 
Ana lysis of the Data 
Year of gradua tion. The present study included all Augustana 
College letterwinners between and including the years 1920-1977. Of 
the 958 letterwinners tha t were sent a questionnaire, 542 (56. 6 percent 
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responded. With the exception of the years 1921, 1922, 1923, 1931, 
and 1944, at least one letterwinner from each class responded to the 
questionnaire. The oldest respondent to the questionnaire came from _ 
the graduating class of 1920. The greatest nunilier of completed 
questionnaires returned came from the classes of 1974 and 1977 with 
27 members of each class of letterwinners responding. Table II con­
tains each graduating class and the number of letterwinners who 
returned the questionnaire. 
Letterwinners by sport. The 502 male and 40 ferra le letterwin­
ners earned letter awards in 12 dif ferent sports. The data for both 
nale and fenale letterwinners were coniliined, and no attempt was n@de 
to compare differences between representatives of each sex. Of  the 
1 2  sports listed in Table I I I, the original three sports at Augustana, 
football, basketball, and track and field, were represented by the 
highest nunilier of letterwinners. Football had the largest return with 
291 (53. 7 percent) letterwinners followed by basketball with 135 (24.9 
percent) , track and field- with 120 (22. 1 percent), and baseball with 
97 (17.9 percent) . 
Each letterwinner was asked to check all sports lettered in 
while attending Augustana College. The largest number of respondents, 
359 (66. 2 percent) , lettered in one sport, while 244 (45. 0 percent) 
lettered in two sports, 144 (26. 6 percent) lettered in three sports, 
and 52 (9. 6 percent) lettered in four sports. The total numbers and 
percentages exceeded 542 and 100. 0 percent because each letterwinner 
was counted in each of the sports in which he or she lettered. Ap­
pendix C lists letterwinners by sport and year of graduation. 
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TABLE II 
AUGUST ANA COLLEGE LETTERWINNERS BY YEAR OF GRADUATION 
Year No. % Year No. % Year No . % 
1920 1 0. 2  1 942 3 0 . 6  1 961 1 1  2.0 
1 924 1 0. 2 1 943 7 1. 3 1 962 10 1.8 
1 925 1 0. 2 1 945 · 2 0.4 1 963 8 1 .5  
1926 1 0. 2 1946 1 0.2 1 964 10 1 .8 
1 927 4 0. 7 1 947 3 0. 6 1 965 4 0. 7 
1928 1 0. 2 1 948 8 1.5 1 966 17  3. 1 
1929 4 0. 7 1 949 10 1.8 1 967 1 1  2. 0 
1 930 5 0. 9 1 950 10 1.8 1 968 1 9  3.5 
1 932 4 0. 7 1 951 10 1.8 1 969 1 6  3.0 
1 933 7 1. 3 1 952 6 1. 1 1 970 9 1 . 7  
1 934 4 0. 7 1 953 9 1 .7  1 97 1  1 3  2.4 
1 935 4 0. 7 1 954 10 1 . a 1 972  24 4.4 
1 936 2 0.4 1 955 6 1 . 1  1 973 25 4. 6  
1 937 4 0. 7 1 956 1 1  2.0 1 974 27 5.0 
1 938 7 1 . 3  1 956 18 3. 3 1 975 23 4. 2 
1 939 2 0.4 1 958 14 2. 6 1 976 21  3. 9 
1 940 6 1. 1 1 959 8 1.5 1 977 27 5. 0 
Non-
1941 3 0. 6 1 960 3 0. 6 Graduates 67 1 2.4  
Tota l s  542 100. 0 
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TABLE II I 
LETTERWINNERS BY SPORT 
One Two Three Four No. Lws. * % Lws. 
* 
Sport Sport Sport Sport In E ach In Each 
Sport Lws. * Lws. Lws. Lws. Sport Sport 
Basketball 41 43 38 13 135 24. 9 
Ba seball 36 37 14 10 97 17 . 9  
Cross Country 5 8 2 · o 15 2. 8 
. Football 156 8 3  41 1 1  291 5 3.7  
Golf 15 8 4 3 30 5.5 
Gymn astics 4 0 r 0 5 0. 9 
Softball 3 2 4 2 1 1  2. 0 
Swimming 3 0 0 0 3 .  0. 6 
Tennis 26 5 4 4 39 7 . 2 
Tra ck a nd Field 37 47 28 8 120 22.1 
Volleyball 6 5 2 0 13 2.4 
Wrestling 27 6 6 1 40 7. 4 
Total No. a 359 244 144 5 2  
Total % a 66. 2 45 . 0  26. 6 9. 6 
* Lette rwinners. 
a 
No. a nd % of le tterwinne rs will exceed 542 and 1 00. 0 %  because e ach 
lette rwinner is counted according to all sports in which a letter was 
awa rded. 
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Non-Graduates of Augustana Col lege . Of the 542 l e tte rwinners 
who returne d questionn aire s, 475 (87. 6 pe rcent) graduated from 
Au gustana College , 41 (7. 6 pe rcent) graduated from another colle ge or 
university, and 26 ( 4 . 8  pe rcent) did not graduate from any college or 
university. Table IV contains the number of ye ars attended by non ­
graduates of Augustana an d also include s  the najor fields of study of 
the graduates of another college or university. 
The most often- cited re asons for le aving Augustan a were in ade ­
quate funds, military participation , an d transferred to another col­
lege .  Fifteen non-graduates of Augustana transferred to another 
col l ege be cause they wanted courses which Augustan a did not offe r. 
Major fields of academic concentration of graduates of 
Augustan a. Fou r-hundred and se venty-five (87. 6 percent) of the letter­
winne rs graduated from Augustana College. Twenty-two maj or fields of 
academic study we re chosen by the letterwinne rs with 264 (55. 5 pe r­
cent} listing one ma jor and 211 (44. 4 pe rcent) listing a double major. 
Table V lists. the various majors· pursued by the lette rwinne rs with 
physical education re presented by the largest numbe r of maj ors, 6 4  
(13. 5 percent) . Business administr ation was listed as the second most 
popular najor with 49 ( 10. 3 pe rcen�) , biology was nex� with 26 (5. 5 
pe rcent) , history with 23 (4. 8 percent) , and ma thematics with 21 (4. 4 
pe rcent) . 
The most popular double major was history and physical edu­
cation with 20 (4. 2 percent) . Ma thema tics and physics ha d 19 (4. 0 
pe rcent) letterwinners, an d biology and physical education followed 
with 17 (3. 6 percent) . 
TABLE IV 
YEARS OF ATTENDANCE AND MA.JOR FIELDS OF ACADEMIC 
CONCENTRATION FOR NON-GRADUATES 
Total Letterwinners 
Graduates of Augustana College 
Non-Graduates of Augustana but Graduates from College 
Non-Graduates of Augustana or Any College 
Totals 






Graduates from Another College or University 
Major Fields of Academic Concentration 
Biology 
Biology and Chemistry 
Biology and Physical Education 
Business Administration 







Physical - Education and Psychology 
Physical Education and Other 
Sociology 





























































fJAJOR FIELDS OF ACADEMIC CONCENTRATION 
Fields of Study No. 
Art 2 
Art and English 1 
Art and Jviathematics 3 
Art and Sociology 1 
Biology 26 
Biology and Business 
Administration 1 
Biology and Chemistry 10 
Biology and Education 1 
Biology and - Foreign 
Language · 1 
Biology and History 6 
Biology and Ma thematics 1 
Biology and Physical 
Education 17  
Biology and Psychology 2 
Business Administration 49 
Business Administration 
and Economics 9 
Business Administration 
and History 3 
Business Administration 
and /va thematics 5 
Business Administration 
and Music 1 
Business Administration 
and Physical Education 5 
Business Education 4 
Business Education and 
Foreign Language 1 
Business Education and 
Physical Education 2 
Chemistry 8 
Chemistry and English 1 
Chemistry and History 3 
Chemistry and M3 thenia tics 1 
Chemistry and Physics 1 
Chemistry and Sociology 1 
Criminal Justice 1 
Criminal Justice and 
Sociology 1 
Econonrlcs 6 
































Fields of Study No. % 
Economics and History 11 2.3 
Economics and Political 
Science l 0. 2 
Education 1 1  2. 3 
Education and History 4 0.8 
Education and 
Mathematics 2 0 . 4  
Education and Physical 
Education 7 1.5 
English 12 2.5 
English and Biology 1 0. 2 
English and History 4 0. 8 
English and Philosophy 1 0. 2 
English and Physical 
Education 1 0. 2 
English and Psychology 1 0. 2 
English and Speech 2 0. 4 
Foreign Language 2 0. 4 
Foreign Language and 
History 2 0.4 
Foreign Language and 
Physical Education 1 0. 2 
History 23 4.8 
History and Music 2 0. 4 
History and Philosophy 5 1. 1 
History and Physical 
Education 20 4. 2 
History and Political 
Science 5 1. 1 
History and Psychology 2 0. 4 
History and Religion 1 0. 2 
History and Sociology 2 0. 4 
History and Speech 1 0. 2 
M:lthematics 21 4. 4 
M:lthematics and 
Economics 2 0. 2 
Mathematics and 
Foreign Language 1 0. 2 
.Mathematics and History 2 0 . 4  
1/a thematics and Physical 
Education 6 1. 3 
.Mathematics and Physics 19 4.0 
Music 3 0. 6 
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TABLE V (continued) 
Fields of Study 
Music and Biology 
Music and Educa tion 
Music and History 
Music and Physica l 
Education 
Nursing 







Physica l Education 
Physica l Education 
and Geography 
Physical Educa tion 
a nd Social Work 
Physical Education 
a nd Sociology 
Physical Education 
a nd Speech 
Physics 
Physics and Biology 
Political Science 
Political Science and 
No. % 
1 0. 2 
1 0. 2 
1 0. 2 
1 0.2 
7 1 .5  
1 0. 2 
2 0.4 
1 0. 2 
1 0.2 
64 13.5 
1 0. 2 
2 0. 4 
5 1 . 1 
1 0 . 2  
4 o . s  
1 0. 2 
5 1. 1 
Business Administra tion 1 0. 2 
Political Science and 
Soci�logy l 0. 2 
Fields of Study No. % 
Psychology 
Psychology and Art 
Psychology and Religion 









Sociology and Biology 





Single M3.j or 










1 0. 2 
2 0. 4 
475 100. 0 
264 55. 6 
21 1 44 . 4  
475 100. 0 
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Graduate work and advanced degrees. Three-hundred and forty­
one (62.9 percent) Augustana letterwinners have taken some graduate 
work following graduation from college. Of the letterwinners who com­
pleted some graduate work, 204 (59 . 8  percent) have received an ad­
vanced degree. 
The types of advanced degrees earned by the letterwinners are 
listed in Table VI.  The most popular advanced degree earned was the 
masters degree with 136 (66.7 percent) letterw"inners receiving it . 
Sixty-eight (33 . 3  percent) letterwinners have received a doctoral 
degree. 
Types of financ ial assistance. Four-hundred and sixty-four 
(85. 6 percent) letterwinners received some type of financ ial aid . The 
types of financial aid a re presented in Table V I I. Those combinations 
of financial aid with the largest number of letterwinners responding 
were listed. 
The athletic scholarship was the most often c ited form of 
financ ial aid with 119 (25 .7  percent) recipients. The campus job was 
the next most frequent form of aid received with 46 (9. 9 percent) 
letterwinners. The largest combination of f inanc ial aid was the 
athletic scholarship and the campus job with 36 ( 7. 8 percent) re­
spondents obtaining this type of aid. 
Letterwinners receiving only one type of aid formed the largest 
group with 228 (49. 1 percent) , a combination of two types of aid was 
next with 127 ( 27 . 4 percent) , three types of aid were received by 63 
(13. 6 percent) , and 45 (9. 9 percent) received four types of aid. 
TABLE VI 













Masters Degrees Earned 
Master of Arts or J\'1.aster of Science 
Master of Theology 
fflasters Degree a nd Specialist or Directorate 
Multiple �esters Degre es 
Totals 
Doctoral Degrees Earned 
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TABLE VII . 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE RECEIVED BY LETTERWINNERS 
F inancial Assistance 
Letterwinners who received a id to attend Augustana 
Letterwinners without a id to attend Augusta na 
Totals 







Off Campus Job 
Room Grant 
Other 
·combinations of Financial Aid* 
Athletic and Academic 
Athletic and Campus Job 
Athletic,  Ca mpus Job, Off Campus Job 
Athletic and Off  Campus Job 
Academic and ca mpus Job 
Campus Job and Loan 
Campus Job and Off Campus Job 
Small corr�inations of Financial Aid 
Totals 
Nun�er of Types of Aid 
Letterwinners receiving one type of a id 
Letterwinners receiving two types of a id 
Letterwinners receiving three types of a id 
Letterwinners receiving four types of a id 
Totals 
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Paren t( s) of l etterwin ners who gra dua ted from col l ege. Of the 
542 letterwinn ers who won l etters at Augustana , 161 ( 29. 7 percent) 
responded that one or both parents gra dua ted from col leg e. 
Parents Gradua tes of Coll ege No. % 
Father 68 12. 5 
Mother 31 .5.7 
Both 62  11.4 
Not Graduates 381 70 . 3  
Total s 542 100 .0 
Of the letterwinn ers indicating that one or both p arent( s) had 
graduated from col l eg e, 40 (24. 8 percen t) had received degrees from 
Aug ustana Coll ege. 
P arents Gra duates of A ugustana No . % 
Father 12 7 . 5  
Mo ther 11 6 . 8  
Both 17 10. 6  
Su b Total 40 24. 8 
Gr aduates of another col l ege 121 75. 2 
Total s 161 100 .0  
State of  residence. Ta bl e VI II  contains the geographic dis­
tribution of l etterwinners. The 542 l etterwinn ers who compl eted the 




TABLE VIII . 
LETTERW INNER' S STATE OF RESIDENCE 
State No. % State No . % 
Alabama 1 0.2 Utah 1 0.2 
Alaska 1 0.2 Virg inia 5 0. 9 
Arizona 7 1. 3 Washing ton 6 1 . 1  
Arkansas 2 0.4 West Virg inia l 0.2 
Ga l ifornia 25 4. 6 Wisconsin 1 1  2.0 
Colorado 18  3.3 Wyoming 3 0.6 
Connecticut 1 0. 2 
Delaware 2 0.4 
Flor ida 3 0. 6 Austral ia 1 0.2 
Georg ia 2 0. 4 Asia 1 0.2 
Hawai i  1 0.2 Canada 2 0.4 
Idaho 3 0. 6 Europe 2 0. 4 
Il l inois 1 8  3. 3 South America 1 0.2 
Indiaria 2 0. 4 
Iowa 42 1.1 Totals 542 100.0 
Kansas 6 1 . 1 
Kentucky 1 0.2 
Maryland 4 0.1 
Massachusetts 2 0.4 
Michigan 4 0.7 
Minnesota 127 23 . 4  
Missouri 4 0.1 
Montana 5 0. 9 
Nebraska 23 4.2 
Nevada 2 0.4 
New Hampshire 1 - 0.2 
New Jersey 2 0.4 
New York 1 0.2 
North Carol ina 1 0.2 
North Dakota 7 1. 3 
Ohio 4 0.1 
Oregon 6 1. 1 
Pennsylvania 2 0 .4 
South Dakota 167 30.8 
Tennessee 2 0 .4 
Texas 9 1.7 
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The five-s tate-area around Augustana College has retained the rr�j ority 
o f  letterwinners , 366 (67. 5 percent) ; South Dakota has the larges t 
number of l etterwinners, 167 ( 30. 8 percent) , while Minnes ota has 127 
(23.4 percent) . These two s tates' combined totals includ ed 54. 2  per­
cent of the letterwinners responding to this s tudy. 
Pe ri tal s tatus and fa mi ly s iz e. The maj ority of letterwinners 
in this study ar e married ,  442 (81. 5 percent) with 83 (15 . 3  percent) 
single, 11 ( 2. 0  percent) d ivorced , 3 (0. 6 percent) s eparated, and 3 
(0 . 6  percent) widowed . The family s ize  of the letterwinners ranged 
f ro m  no child ren to eight. Of the letterwinners who were married , the 
average number of child ren per family was 2. 2. 
Child ren of Letterwinners No. Lws . Total No. C hild ren % 
No child ren 86 0 o.o 
One child 59 59 5. 9 
Two children 131 262 26. 3  
Three child ren 95 285 28. 6  
Fou r children 61  244 24. 5  
Five child ren 21 105 10. 5 
Six child ren 2 12 1. 2 
Seven child ren 3 21 2. 1 
E ight child ren 1 8 0. 8 
Totals 459 996 100. 0 
Pres ent occupation. Of the d ifferent occupations the letter-
winners l is ted on the ques tionnaire, ed ucation was the mos t frequently 
c hecked occupation with 167 (30. 8 percent) . The leas t checked occu­
pa tion was l aw with 5 (0. 9 percent) . The occupations are l is ted in 
Table IX .  The " other" category was chosen 74 (13. 7 percent) times by 
TABLE IX 
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letterwinners whose occupations did not fit into any of the categories 
listed on the questionnaire. The most common occupations under the 
" other" category were YM:A director, optometrist, federal civil ser­
vice, and computer programmer. Eighty (14. 8 percent) letterwinners 
indicated that they had changed occupations once while 1 8  (3 . 3  percent) 
had changed occupa tions twice. 
Letterwinner' s  income. The letterwinners listed their income 
for the 19i6 tax year, including income from investments and bef ore 
taxes we re de�ucted. Eleven letterwinners refused to list their in­
comes. Two-hundred and eighty-three (52. 2 pe rcent) of the le tterwin­
ners checked either the $10 , 000 to $14 ,999 or $15 , 000 to $22, 999 
income range. Table X lists the letterwinners' responses to the 
income ranges. 
TABLE X 
LETTERWINNER' S INCOME 
Total Income for 1976 No. J6 
Under $ 5 , 000 40 7. 4 
$ 5, 000 - $ 9 , 999 48 8.9 
$10 , 000 - $14 , 999 116 21. 4 
$15 , 000 - $22 , 999 167 30. 8 
$23 , 000 - $27 , 999 58 10. 7 
$28 , 000 - $32 , 999 32 5. 9 
$33, 000 - $49 , 999 42 7. 7 
$50, 000 - and Over 28 5 . 2  
N o  Answer 11 2. 0 
Totals 542 100. 0 
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The letterwinners' incomes by sport are shown in Table XI. 
Since each sport in which the athlete lettered is counted, the total 
numbers and percentages ex ceed 542 and 10 0. 0 percent. In the naj ority 
of sports the largest number of letterwinners , 225 (41 . 5  percent) re­
ported their incomes to be within the $15, 000 to $22, 999 range. Both 
football and track and field letterwinners had the largest number in 
the under $5, 000 category with 8 (1. 5 percent) . Football letterwin­
ners als o had the greatest number in the over $50, 000 category with 18 
( 3. 3  percent) , followed by basketball with 11 (2. 0 percent) and track 
and field with 10 (1. 9 percent) . 
· Letterwinner' s community involvement. E ach letterwinner had the 
opportunity to check the organizations to which he belonged, and to 
list the offices held in each organization. O f  the 542 letterwinners, 
57 ( 10. 5  percent) did not list any organizations , while 485  (8 9. 5 
percent) responded that th ey were members of on e or more organizations . 
Two�hun dred and s eventy-thr ee (50.4 percent) were members of between 
one and three organizations. Orie-hundred and fifty-five (28 . 6 percent) 
were members of between four and six organizations . Forty-three (7. 9 
percent) were members of between seven and nine organizations. Nine 
(1. 7 percent) were meniliers of between 10 and 12 organizations , and 5 
(0. 9 percent) were members of between 13 and 16 organizations. The 485  
letterwinners held a total of 454 offices in their organizations. E ach 
organization menilier held an average of 0. 94 offices . 
Two-hundred and fifteen (39.7 perc ent) letterwinners have 
served in one of the military services. Of those that have served, 
TABLE XI  
LETTERWINNER' S INCOME BY SPORT 
No Under $5 ,000 $10 , 000 $15 , 000 $23 , 000 $28 , 000 $33 , 000 $50 , 000 No. per % 
. sport Answer $5 , 000 $9, 999 $14 , 999 $22 , 999 $27 , 999 $32 , 999 $49 , 999 Over Sport of Lws .*  
Basketba l l  3 8 1 1  27 44 15  5 1 1  1 1  135 24. 9 
Baseba l l  4 2 10 21 36 8 7 5 4 97 17 . 9  
Cross 
Country 1 4 2 3 2 3 0 0 0 15  2. 8 
Footba l l  6 8 1 1  68 96 29 23 32 1 8  291 53. 7  
Gol f 0 0 3 8 8 1 1 6 3 30 5.5 
Gymnastics 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0. 9 
Softba l l  0 2 5 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1  2. 0 
Swimming 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0. 6 
Tennis 1 4 8 7 1 1  3 1 2 2 39 7. 2 
Tra ck  and 
Field 3 8 9 23 · 37 13 7 10 10 1 20 22. 1 
Vol leyba l l  0 4 1 5 3 0 0 0 0 13  2 . 4  
Wrestl ing 0 5 5 9 16 4 o ·  0 1 40 7. 4 
Tota l No. 20 48 66 175 225 76 44 66 49 
Tota l % 3.7 8 . 9  1 2 . 2  32. 3  41. 5 14 . 0 8. 1 12. 2  9 . 0  
*tws . --Letterwinners . 
Note :  No. per sport wil l be larger than 542 because of mul tipl e sport l etterwinners . 
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86 (40.0 percent) were commissioned officers while 129 ( 60. 0 percent) 
were not officers. The largest number of letterwinners served in the 
Army, 106 (49. 3 percent) while the srr�llest number, (one or 0 . 5  per­
cent), served in the Coast Guard. 
Of the 542 letterwinners, 34 { 6. 3  percent) were elected to a 
political office. Nineteen (55.9 percent) had been elected to a city 
office, 10 (29. 4 percent) to a county office, four (11. 8 percent) to 
a state office, and one (2 .9  percent) to a federal office. 
Letterwinner' s  physical condition and leisure time activities. 
The letterwinners checked the type of condition that best described 
their physical status on the questionnaire . In Table XII, the letter­
winners' responses are listed. Two-hundred and fifty-nine (47. 8 per­
cent ) letterwinners classified themselves as in excellent condition 
compared to others their age, while 201 (37. 1 percent) classified 
themselves as in good condition. Eighty-one (14.9 percent) categor­
ized themselves as average, fair, poor, or other. One letterwinner 
did not respond to the question. 
The letterwinners were asked to list on the questionnaire the 
types of leisure time activities in which they were involved and the 
frequency of participation. Using as references the Physical Fitness 
Research Digest edited by Clarke and Sports In America written by 
Michner, the present investigator classified each of the activities 
listed by the letterwinners into three categories. (6:1-17) (20:96-
107 ) 
(6:16) 
These categories included: most vigorous, moderate , and mild. 
The most vigorous category had the largest number of 
TABLE XI I . 
LETTERWINNER'S PHYSICAL ffiNDIT ION, LEISURE T IME ACT IV ITY, 
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Seven Days a Week 
Six Days a Week 
Five Days a Week 
Four Days a Week 
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One Day a Week 
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47 . 8  
18 . 3  
22 . 0  
1 2 . 0  










letterwinners with 259 (47. 8  percent) , the mode rate catego ry had 99 
(18 . 3 pe rcent) , the mild category had 11 9 (22. 0 pe rce nt) , and those 
answering no activity had 65 (12. 0 percent) . 
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The frequency at which the lette rwinne rs e ngaged in the ir 
leisure time activity ranged from daily to less than four times a 
month. I n  Table XI I the frequencies of leisure time activitie s are 
prese nted. L e ss than o nce a wee k  to once a wee k  was indicate d by 145 
(30.4 pe rcent) letterwinne rs while 215 (45. 1 pe rce nt) participate d o n  
a. two-to-three day- pe r-week basis. One-hundred and e leve n re spo ndents 
participate d four to five days per wee k, while six to seve n  days a 
wee k  invo lved 6 (1. 3 pe rcent) of  the le tterwinne rs. Three-hundre d and 
thirty-two (69. 6 pe rcent) letterwinne rs too k  part in some lei sure time 
activity at le ast twice a week. 
Table XI I I  include s the le i sure time activities listed by the 
letterwinners. The category with the highe st activity leve l (mo st 
vigorous, mode rate , o r  mild) was . used as data fo r Table X I I  (p. 46) .  
A letterwinner may have listed mo re than one type o f  lei sure time 
activity. 
Coachi ng e xpe rienc e  o f  the l etterwi nne rs. Thre e-h undre d and 
seventeen ( 5 8 . 5  perce nt) o f  the lette rwinners re po rte d that the y  had 
done so me co aching. Table XIV  lists the co aching levels and total 
ye ars of co aching e xperie nce for the lette rwinners. One-hundre d and 
thirty-four (42.3 pe rcent) letterwinne rs had listed mo re than o ne 
coaching leve l. The l etterwinne rs with mo re than one co aching leve l  
l isted we re classif ied according to thei r  most adv anced level of  
TABLE XI I I  
































No . % 
175 32. 3 
158 29 - 2  
139 25. 7 
111 20. 5 
87 16.1 
78 14.4 






21 3. 9 
18 3.3 
18 3. 3 
16  3. 0 
15 2.8 
14 2. 6 
12  2.2 
1 1  2. 0 
10 1. 9 
7 1.3 
6 1. 1 
6 1. 1 
5 0.9 
4 0.-7 
4 0. 7 
4 0. 7 
4 0. 7 
3 0. 6 
Activity No. 
Scuba Diving 3 
Playing In a Band 2 




Senior Citizens ·Club 2 
Health Club 2 
Ice Hockey 2 
Boating 1 
Work 1 







Jun�ing Rope 1 
Shuffleboard 1 
Judo 1 
Horseback Riding 1 
Dartball 1 
P. E. Instructor 1 
Trap Shooting 1 
Gynmastics 1 
Badminton 1 































COACHING EXPERIENCE OF LETTERWINNERS 
Total Ave. Yrs# 
Year s  Coac hing 
Coaching Levels No. % Coaching per Lw.* 
College 53 16.7 259 4. 9 
Senior High School 170 53.6 802 4. 7 
Junior High School 36 1 1 . 4  71 2. 0 
Elementary School 17 5. 4 40 2. 4 
Community 53 8.5 42 0.8 
Other 14 4. 4 44 3. 1 
Totals 317 100. 0 1 , 258 4. 0 
Combination of Levels No. % 
Five 1 0.3 
Four 6 1 . 9  
Three . 23 7. 3 
Two 104 32.8 
One 183 57.7 
Totals 317 100. 0 
* A verage years of coaching per letterwinner. 
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coaching experience. The maj ority of ' letterwinners who had coached , 
170 (53 . 6  percent ) ,  were at the senior high school level. The average 
number of  years of coaching experience v,as four years. 
Letterwinner ' s  attitudes toward preparation to coach. Of the 
317 l etterwinners who have coached, 229 (72. 2 percent ) indicated they 
had been prepared to coach. Eighty-eight (28. 8 percent) l etterwinners 
indicated that they had not been prepared to coach while attending 
Augustana College . Table XV lists the letterwinners ' mode of learning 
how to coach. Two-hundred and nine (65. 9  percent) letterwinners, who 
ha ve coached, indicated that their participation a s  a player had taught 
them more about coaching than course work or some other type of learn­
ing. Twenty (6 . 3  percent ) letterwinners responded that they had 
learned more about coaching through other means. The most common form 
of lea rning listed by the letterwinners other than participation or 
course work was: experience of the first few years , clinics, and 
tal king with other coaches. 
The influence of the college coach ( es) . The letterwinners' 
expressions of the amount of influence the ir college coach(es) had on 
their personal growth are presented in Table XV I. Four-hundred and 
fifty-three (83 . 6  percent) respondents indicated their college 
coa ch(es) had from some to a great amount of influence on their person­
al growth. Eighty- two (15. 1  percent) letterwinners responded that 
their coach(es) had no influence on their personal growth. Approxi­
mately 25 percent of the comments tha t the letterwinners offered con­




LETTERWINNER' S ATTITUDES T01v·/ARD PREPARATION TO COACH 
L ws .  Opinion Phys ical Phys ical 
Toward Preparation Education Education Other Fiel d 
to Coach Jva jor Minor of Study 
Prepared 84 56 89 
Not Pr epared 29 1 1  48 
Total No. 1 13  67 1 37 
Tota l % 35. 7 21. 1 43. 2 
Coaches ' Mode of L earning 
Participation 
Participation and Course  Work 
Participa tion and Other 
Cours e Work 
Cour s e  Work and Other 
Other 
Participation, Cours e Work, Other 
No Res ponse 
Total s 
TABLE XVI 
INFLUENCE OF COLLEGE COACH(ES) ON PERSONAL GROWTH 
Influence of Coach( es ) 
Great Amount of I nf luence 
Great Amount/S ome I nf luence 
Some I nfluence 
Some/No Influence 
No Influence 
No Res pons e 
Totals 
No. % 
229 12. 2 
88 27. 8  
317 
100. 0 100. 0 
No. % 
209 65. 9 
33 1 0. 4 
34 1 0.7 
1 0  3. 2 
1 0. 3 
20 6. 3 
6 1. 9 
4 1 . 3  
317 1 00. 0 
No. % 
145 26. 8 
2 0. 4 
306 56. 6 
3 0. 6 
82 15. 1 
4 0.7 
542 1 00 . o  
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Type of treatment received in the cl assroom. The l etterwinners 
were asked to respon d to three statemen ts describing the type of 
· treatment they received from ins tructors at Augustan a. Tabl e XVII 
l is ts the l etterwinn ers responses to sel ected des criptions of treat­
ment. Three-hundred an d seventy-four ( 6 9. 0 percen t) in dicated they 
were treated the same as any other student. Forty-thr ee (7 . 9 percent) 
l etterwinners respon ded they had received preferential treatmen t whil e 
28  (5. 2 percent) fel t they were discriminated against in the cl ass­
room. The n� jority of the 31 (5. 7 percent) l etterwinn ers who checked 
the " other" res ponse  for class room treatment in dicated they had r�­
ceived s ome of al l treatments depending on the s ituation . 
TABLE XVII 
LETTERWINNER'S ATTITUDES RELATIVE TO CLASSROOM TREATMENT 
Treatmen t in the Cl assroom N o. % 
Preferential Treatment 43 1. 9 
Preferen tial Treatment/Sai:ne as Other Students 22 4. 1 
Same as Other Students 374 6 9. 0  
Discriminated Against/Same. as Other Students 10 1. 9 
Dis criminated Against 28  5. 2 
Preferential Treatment/Discriminated Against 2 9  5. 4 
Other Type of Treatment 31 5. 7 
N o  Response 5 0. 9 
Total s 542 100. 0 
Academic value of a thletics. Three- hundred an d twen ty- five 
(60. 0 percent) letterwinners were in favor of receiving some type of  
acade mic credit fo r athle tics. The letterwinne rs who che cked the no 
· re sponse n umbe red 217 (40. 0 pe rcent) . The opinions given fo r an d 
against academic credit for athl e tics can be fo und in Appendix E. 
Table XVIII  illustrates the numbe r of le tte rwinners who we re for and 
again st academic credit for athle tics • . 
TABLE XVI I I  
LETIERWINNER'S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE ACADEMIC 
VALUE OF ATHLETICS 
Academic Credit No. 
Yes, athletics is an academic expe rience 
%· 
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wo rthy of  credit. 325 60. 0 
No, athl e tics is no t an e xpe rience wo rthy 
of  academic credit. 21 7 40. 0 
Totals 542 1 00. 0 
Athletic in fl uence on attitude toward Augustan a. The l e tter-
winne rs we re asked to check the level  of inte re st they had in 
Augustana due to the influen ce of athletics. Three-hundre d an d 
nine ty- six (73 . 1  pe rcent) indicated they had been positivel y  infl u­
enced  to ward Augustana. Table X IX l ists the vario us combinations o f  
responses chosen b y  the le tte rwinne rs. The "o ther" catego ry was 
checked by 23 (4. 2 pe rcent) . The foll owin g responses  are repre­
sen tative of  those 23 le tte rwinne rs: 
"I don't depend on athletics al one for my attitude . "  
"Only some influence, the academic was nu ch more influencial 
f or me. " 
"Time and age served to diminish interest. " 
"The only interest I have in Augustana is due to its athletic 
programs. "  
" Somewhat influenced--distance makes it difficu lt to do more 
than follow results in papers. " 
" I  have a positive interest in Augie but this is not due to 
attending school and not necessarily athletic. participation. " 
" My  participation had no effect on my interest, which is 
strong. " 
" It hasn't really influenced my interest in any way. " 
TABLE XIX 
INFLUENCE OF ATHLETICS ON LETTERWINNER ' S  ATTITUD ES 
TOWARD AUGUSTANA COLLEGE 
Athletic Infl uence on Attitude 
Toward Augustana No. % 
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Positive Attitude 3.96 73. 1 
Positive/Indifferent Attitude 1 0. 2 
Indifferent Attitude 89 16. 4  
Negative Attitude 21 3. 9 
Other Attitude 23 4. 2 
No Response . 12 2. 2 
Totals 542 100. 0 
Opinions of the effects of athl etics on l ife. T he letterwin-
ners were ask ed to conm� nt on the influence that athletics had in 
their personal and/or professional l ife. The present investigator 
categorized the responses as listed in Table xx .  T he l etterwinner 
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must have stated that athletics had an . effect on his or her life to be 
listed as a positive effect or negative effect in Table xx . Three­
hundred and seventy-three (68. 8 percent) responded that athletics had 
a positive effect on them. Sixty (11. 1 percent) letterwinners did not 
write any comments. The four letterwinners who commented on " other 
effects" were athletes who had been injured. The opinions of a pproxi­
mately _40 percent of the letterwinners who responded to the question 
on the effect of athletics can be located in Appendix F. 
TABLE XX 
LETTERWINNER'S OPINIONS OF THE EFFECT OF ATHLETICS 
ON THEIR PERSONAL AND/OR PROFESS IONAL L IFE 
Athletics Effect on Personal/Professional Life No. 
Positive Effect 373 
Positive/No Effect 64 
No Effect 6 
Negative/No Effect 10 
Negative Effect 25 
Other Effect 4 
No Response 60 
Totals 542 
Discussion of the Results 
% 
68. 8 







Within the limitations of the pres�nt study, it can be con­
cluded that the n0jority of letterwinners of Augustana College have a 
positive attitude toward their alma mater. The letterwinners view 
athletics as a worthwhile  experience favorably affecting their per­
sonal and/or professional lives. 
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The present investigator located several studies using a survey 
instrument similar to the one sent to letterwinners of Augustana. 
Those survey instruments were constructed primarily for compi l ing 
status infornBtion concerning the athletes. It was the intent of this 
writer to modify the status questions used on earlier surveys and to 
add several opinion questions deal ing with: col l ege coaches, class­
room treatment, preparation to coach ; academic credit for athletics, 
attitude toward the college attended, and value of the athletic exper­
ience. 
Bennett (1953) and Koch (1974) both concluded that their studies 
were dominated by lettermen in team sports, espec ially football. The 
ma jority of respondents to the present study had also l ettered in a 
team . sport with 53. 7  percent lettering in football. Koch's findings 
revealed that 7 1. 0  percent of the lettermen lettered in one sport , 
24.0 percent in two sports, and 5. 0 percent in three sports . Augustana 
letterwinners had 66.2 percent one sport letterwinners, 45. 0 percent 
two sport letterwinners, 26. 6 percent three sport letterwinners, and 
9. 6 percent lettering in four sports. Larger percentages for the 
Augustana letterwinners n�y be caused by the inclusion of the letter­
winners in each sport they lettered in, thus increasing the total 
percentage past 100. 0 percent. 
Both Koch ' s  study (1974) and the present investigation revealed 
that 95. 0  percent of the letterwinners graduated from college, 
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�nclud in g those that transferred to an other college or university. In 
Bennett' s study 87. 0 percent of the lettermen grad uated from college. 
The letterwinners that responded to questionnaires of Koch and the 
present investigator were more likely to have grad uated fro m college 
than those in Bennett's study of 1953. 
Of  the athletic letterwinners' surveys researched , physical 
education was the most popular area of acad emic con cen tration. In the 
presen t investigation, 136 (26. 4 percen t) of · the letterwinners who 
graduated from college na jored in physical ed ucation while in Koch's 
study 19. 5  percent of the lettermen had rr�jored in p hysical education . 
Other · alunmi surveys revealed a variety of academic areas of concen ­
tr ation with the most popular areas being: biological science, 
ed ucation, and engineering. 
The present survey revealed that 62. 9  percen t of the letter-
winners had taken grad ua te level courses. Johnson (1973) and Koch 
(1974) indicated that 56 . 0  percen t  of their alumni had  received credit 
for grad uate work while Bennett's study (1973) showed 45. 0 percent 
receiving grad uate credit. Johnson's survey indicated the highest 
percentage of alurrmi receivin g an advan ced degree with 56 . 0  percent. 
The present investigator's survey followed with 37. 6  p�rcent, Hill's 
(1958) and L itchfield's (1962) alumni with 37. 0  percen t, Bennett's 
with 32. 0 percent, an d Cecil's (1970) and Koch's (1974) alumni with 
31. 0 percent. 
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Of the letterwinners responding to the present study, 85 . 6 per­
cent indicated they ha d  received some financial assistance to attend 
college. The athletic scholarship was the most often cited type of 
financial aid while the campus job ranked second. Koch's (1974 ) 
lettermen listed the campus job as the most often received type of 
financial aid with athletic scholarships next. The alumni of Hill's 
( 1958 )  study listed self, G. I .  Bill, parents, and scholarships as the 
method used in financ·ing their education. The letterwinners respond­
ing to the present study were more likely to receive an athletic 
scholarship to finance their education than were other alumni surveyed. 
Augustana letterwinners had the highest percentage, 29.7, of 
parents that had graduated from college. Bennett's letter men (1953) 
ha d  20. 0 percent while Koch's (1974) lettermen had 16. 0 percent of 
their pa rents graduating from college. 
The ma jority of letterwinners of Augustana College and South 
D akota State University (Koch's study of 1974) have rerra ined in South 
D akota or Minnesota. The preSe:f1t study indicated tha_t 5 4. 2  percent of 
the letterwinners lived in South D akota or Minnesota while Koch's 
survey revealed that 41. 4 percent remained in the same two-state area. 
Approxima tely 8 0. 0  percent of alunmi surveyed in the studies 
reviewed for the present investigation indicated they were rra rried. 
The largest percentage of oo rried alumni was found in Bennett' s (195 3) 
survey with 91. 0 percent. The average family size for all surveys 
ranged from 2. 2 children per family in Hill' s (1958 ) , Koch' s (1974) , 
a nd the present investigator' s studies to 2. 03 children per family in 
Cecil' s (1970) study. 
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With the exception of Bennett's (1953) study, the most often 
cited occupation of alumni was education. In the majority of studies, 
business was second and professions (medicine, law, etc. ) were third. 
The s tudy conducted by Evenson (1976) on the alurrmi of Augustana Col­
lege and the present study on letterwinners of Augustana College 
indicated the same priority list of occupations :  education, business, 
and medicine. 
Fifty-two percent of the letterwinners in the present s tudy had 
incomes between $10, 000-$22,999 a year. Evenson ' s  (1976) study indi­
cated that 50. 0 percent of the respondents to his survey earned an 
annual salary between $15, 000-$30, 000. Johnson's (1973) study showed 
63. 0  percent of the respondents earning between $6, 000-$11, 000 yearly 
�hile Cecil's (1970) alunmi indicated their average inco�e at $17, 770 
and Koch's (1974) lettermen had a mean inc?me of $14, 550 a year. 
Bowlus' (1975) study indicated 73. 0 percent of the highly successful 
athletes were earning over $15, 000 annually and 25. 0 percent of them 
were earning over $25, 000 a year. There was a difference in salary 
ranges among alunmi surveys studied. The year in which each of the 
studies was conducted could have an influence on the average income 
of the alunmi. 
Approxinately 90 percent of the Augustana letterwinners were 
members of one or more community organizations. The lettermen in 
Bennett's (1953) and Koch's (1974) study were also actively involved 
in community organizations, averaging 3. 3 and 4. 0 organizations pe:i; 
letterman. Koch's study indicated tha t the average number of offices 
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hel d in organizations by the lettermen . was 1.4 whi le letterwinners of 
the present study averaged . 84 officers per letterwi nner. Bennett's 
survey revealed the largest percentage of lettermen being elected to _ 
a political offi ce wi th 9. 0 percent, wi th Koch' s study indi cati ng 
8 . 2 percent of the lettermen elected, while Augustana's letterwinners 
had 6. 3 percent elected to a poli ti cal office. 
Hill' s (1958 ) al unmi had the highest percentage of mi litary 
veterans with 84 . 0  percent fol lowed by Koch's ( 1974) s tudy with 58 . 0  
percent, B ennett's (1953) study with 57. 0 percent, and the present 
study with 39.7 percent. Of those servi ng i n  the mili tary, Koch's 
respondents had the hi ghest percentage of offi cers wi th 61. 1 percent, 
Hill' s with 49. 9 percent, and the present study wi th 15. 9 percent. 
Both Ohio State University (stud y of Bennett) and South Dakota State 
( study by Koch) have an opti onal R .o . r . c .  program whi ch rra y account 
for the hi gher percentage of mi litary personnel. 
Of the letterwi nners surveyed at Augustana College, South Dakota 
State Universi ty (Koch's s tudy of 1974) ,  and the Univers i ty of 
Pittsburgh (L itchfi eld's study of 1962) , 58 . 5  percent of the Augustana 
letterwinners i ndicated that they had coached, f ifty-two percent of 
the South Dakota State Universi ty lettermen had coached, and 8 . 0  percent 
of the Univ ersi ty of Pi ttsburgh lettermen had coached . The hi gh school 
level of coaching was the most often ci ted coaching  experi ence with 
53. 6 percent of the A ugustana letterwi nners i ndicating they had coached 
at tha t level and 22. 0 percent for the lettermen of South D akota State 
Uni versity. 
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The treatment the athletes felt. they received in the classroom 
was almost identical at Augustana College and South Dakota State 
University ( Koch's study). Sixty-nine percent of the letterwinners at 
Augustana College and 70. 0 percent of the lettermen at South Dakota 
State University indicated they were treated the same as other 
students in the classroom. 
This �nvestigator asked letterwinners of Augustana College to 
express their opinions concerning: their p�ysical condition , leisure 
time activities and frequency, preparation to coach , influence of 
their college coach(es) , academic _ value of athletics , attitude toward 
the college attended , and effect of athletics on their lives. Of the 
surveys researched , Bennett ( 1953) , Koch _ (l974) , and Bowlus ( 1975) 
- were the only investigators who asked questions pertaining to the ef­
fect athletics had on the lettermen ' s  lives. 
Approximately 85 percent of the Augustana letterwinners indi­
cated they were in excellent to good physical condition compa red to 
others their age. Sixty�eight percent participated in a leisure time 
activity categorized as vigorous to moderate ( one to three times per 
week) . A total of 87. 1 percent of the letterwinners indicated that 
they participate in golf , j ogging , and/or tennis. 
Of the letterwinners who indicated they had coached , 72 . 2  per­
cent felt they were prepared while attending Augustana College. Sixty­
one percent of those indicating they were prepared to coach were 
physical education maj ors or minors. The maj ority of letterwinners , 
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65. 9 percent, indicated they learned more about coaching through their 
own athletic participation than through any other means. 
Approxima tely 84 percent of the letterwinners stated that their 
college coach (es) had a great amount to some influence on their per­
sonal growth. The representative corrm1ents of the letterwinners are 
presented in Appendix D. 
In the present study, 60. 0 percent of the letterwinners indi­
cated tha t academic credit should be awarded· for athletic partici­
pation. The letterwinners ' comments · regarding the academic value of 
athletics are located in Appendix E. 
The ma jority of letterwinners, 73. 1 percent, responded that 
their athletic experience while attending Augustana had a positive 
Influence on their present attitude toward Augustana. Evenson asked 
a similar question of the Augustana alumni concerning their present 
interest in Augustana College and received a 73.0 percent positive 
response. Koch also asked the lettermen of South Dakota State Univer­
sity about their present level of interest. He found that 83. 0 percent 
stated they were vitally interested to interested in their alma mater. 
An earlier survey conducted by Cecil on the alurrITTi of South Dakota 
State University asked the same question as did Koch and revealed that 
70. 9 percent were vitally interested to interested in their alma ne ter. 
The final question on the questionnaire of  Bennett ( 1 953 ) , Koch 
(1974) , Bowlus (1 975) ,  and the present investigator asked the letter­
winners to conm�nt on the worth of their athletic experience. 
Bennett ' s  and Bowlus' findings indicated that 98. 0 percent of the 
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lettermen responding felt their athletic experience had a positive 
effect on their lives. Koch ' s findings revealed that 95. 0 percent of 
the lettermen commenting on that question had a positive response. 
In the present study 68. 8 percent of the respondents claimed that 
athletics had a positive effect on their personal or professional 
lives. For a letterwinner to be included in that group ( 68 . 8  percent) , 
he must have stated that athletics had affected his life in a positive 
manner . The present • investigator did not have access to the guide­
lines established for th� other studies whose percentages for this 
question were higher. 
The opinions and attitudes reflected in the letterwinner's re­
sponses to this investigator's survey have revealed that over 70 per­
cent of the student-athletes attending Augustana College had a positive 
regard for the institution . Of equal importance to this study were 
the opinions of the le�terwinners concerning the effect college ath­
letics had in preparing them for post-college life. Over two-thirds df 
the letterwinners responding to the present study indicated that col­
lege athletics had affected their personal and/or professional lives 
in a positive manner. 
The status information received from the letterwinners has been 
helpful in establishing a profile of the average student-athlete at­
tending Augustana College. This information may  be of value in the 
future recruitment of student-athletes. 
CHAPTER V . 
SUMfv1A.RY , IMPLIC.A.TIONS, AND RECOJv1MENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to determine the pre sent status 
of intercollegiate varsity athletic le tterwinners of Augustan a  Col­
lege , Sioux F alls, South D akota. Of equal importance in this study 
were the opinions and attitudes of the se athletes toward the ir inte r­
colle giate varsity athle tic expe rience at Augustana College . 
The data for this study we re obtained  through the me ans of a 
questionnaire distributed to 958 le tte rwinners of Augustana College 
be tween and including the years 1920-1977 . After two rra ilings, during 
- a four-month pe riod of time, 542 valid questionnaire s we re received by 
this writer and used as data for this study. 
This study began with the first mailing of questionnaires to 
the letterwinners on December 5, 1 977, and the de adline for inclusion 
in the study was Ma rch 24, 1978. A second mailing of the questionnaire 
took place on January 6, 1 978, to those le tterwinners who had not yet 
r e sponde d to the survey. An additional 8 2  letterwinners returned their 
que stionnaires to the presen t investigator before the deadline . 
The stat.istical treatment of the data was limited to the use of 
total numbers, percentages, and average s. The infornB tion re ceived 
fr om the letterwinners was coded and placed on computer cards to 
fac ilitate the an alysis. 
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O f  the letterwinners who responded to this questionnaire, the 
rraj ority of them were na le, graduating in the 6 0's or 70' s ,  lettering 
in one sport, most often football. The average letterwinner in this 
study graduated from Augustana College with one academic major, 
p robably in phys ical education or business administration. The letter­
winner had most likely taken graduate level cours es but not attained 
an advanced degree. This athlete probably received only one type of 
financial ass istance to attend college, an athletic s cholars hip. The 
parents of the average 1e·tterwinner did not graduate from a college or 
u nivers ity. South Dakota or Minnesota is probably the state where the 
letter winner has residence. The average letterwinner is n� rried with 
two children. Education or bus iness is the most likely occupation of 
the former athlete. This letterwinner was earning between $10, 000 and 
$22, 999 annually in 1976 • . He probably belongs to more than on e com­
rrunity organization and . has been an officer in one of thos e organi­
zations. Most of the letterwinners have not s erved in the military nor 
be en elected to a political office. The average letterwinner considers 
hims elf in excellent to good phys ical condition and participates one 
to three times per week in a vigorous to moderate type of leis ure time 
activity, probably jogging, golf, and/or tennis . The average letter­
winner who coa ched d id s o  at two levels of competition, one being 
high s chool. 
The attitudes and/or opinions of the letterwinner were concen­
trated on s ix areas of concern dealing with college athletics : in­
fluence of the coach, class room treatment as a student-athlete, 
ac·ademic value of athletics, _influence of athletics on present atti­
tude toward their college, and the effect athletics has had on post­
col lege life. 
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Of the letterwinners who coached, 72 . 2  percent of them felt 
they were prepared to coach while attending Augustana College. The 
average coach had either majored or minored in physical education and 
received the majority of his coaching knowledge through athletic par­
ticipation . The athlete regarded his treatment in the clas sroom as 
generally the same as other students received. Sixty percent of the 
letterwinners agreed that some type of academic credit should be 
awarded for athletic participation. The respondents' athletic par­
ticipation at Augustana has left them with a positive attitude toward 
the college. Approximately 70 percent of the letterwinners felt their 
intercol legiate athletic experience was worthwhil e  and has had a 
positive and favorable effect on their personal and/or professional 
life since leaving Augustana College . 
Implication 
The n�jority of letterwinners of Augustana College gave ath­
letics credit for affecting their lives in a positive way. This rrBy 
support the theories that advocate athletics as a valid educational 
learning experience. Specific conm1ents on the effect of athletics 
may be found in Appendix f. 
Reconmenda ti ons f or F urther Resea rch 
In considera tion of the resul ts of this study the fol l owi ng 
recommenda tions a re ma de: 
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1. After a suffi cient number of yea rs ha s pa ssed, a repl ica te 
study be rr�de f or the purpose of compa ri ng the sta tus a nd opinions of 
f ema le letterwinners with ma l e  letterwinners. 
2. That a simila r stu dy be ma de on non-l etterwi nners to 
determine if there a re a ny signifi ca nt differences between them a nd 
letterwinners. 
3. Tha t a longitudinal study be conducted on a group of l etter­
winners inmedia tely upon compl eti on of their i ntercollegiate a thl etic 
eligibility to determine i f  their sta tus a nd/or opinions cha nge or 
. rema in fixed over time • 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTERS OF SPONSORSHIP , TRANSMITTAL 




Dear Augustana LetterHi nner: 
Mark Hel and ·i s conducti ng a survey of a l l former Augustana Col l ege 
lettentim1ers . He wi l l  organ i ze and i nterpret the i nformz. t i o n  i n  a Ma ster ' s  
thes i s .  Presently ,  Mark i s  a ful l -time graduate teach i ng as s i s tant  i n  the 
Hea l th ,  Phys i ca l  Education and Recreat�on Department at  South Da kota State 
Uni vers i ty .  Whi 1 e  at Augustana , Mark l ettered four  years i n  ba seba l l and 
two years in footba l l ,  graduat i ng i n  1 973 with a doubl e major , phys i cal  
_ educati on and hi sto�y. 
The purpose o f  thi s survey is to determi ne what has happened to va rs i ty 
l etterwi rmers s i nce l ea v i ng Auqustana Co1 1 ege . I t  i s  our  hope that the 
experiences that young men obta i n  through the i r  part i c i pat i on in athl eti cs 
hel ps them become bett�r i nd i v i dua l s . 
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You are among the many "Vi ki ngs '' who are be i ng a sked to compl ete the  
encl o sed questi onna i re .  I t  wi l l  requi re on ly a s hort t i me for you to  comp l ete 
thi s form,  and the i nformat i on wi l l  provi de fres h i n s i ght i nto athl et i c s  most  
val ua bl e product , you , the athl ete . Your commer.ts wi l l  b e  confi dent i a l  and 
handled comp l etely by Mark . Mr ; Eke l and is see k i ng the tota l p rofi l e  of our 
fonner l etterfli nners , and not profi l es on i ndi vi dua l l e tterwi nners . 
Your interest and ass i stance i n  t h i s  survey wi l l  be greatl y apprec i ated . 
Pl ease return the questionna i re i n  the encl osed postage pa i d  envel ope to 
Mr . Ekel and . 
Signature of Spcnsorshi p .  
Dr. Kenneth Kes s i nger 
Sincerely ,  
7r/Ji{;/� 
Mel Kl e i n  
Athl et ic  Di rector 
· Augustana Co 1 1  eg0 
Dr . Gl en Peterson 
Cha i rman of the Phys i cal Education Department 
Augustana Col l ege 
Execut i ve D i rector of the Fel l ows 
Au�s tana Col l ege , • 
���' tke 1/t"h,,9-a 
(;1ember North Centrnl Conference 
- /D� .f: Q� 
DE?ARl nENT OF t lEALTl·IJ P �tY S I CAL EDUC/\T I Or! , .'\MD R ECR EAT i Gr' l  
SOUTH DA KOTA STATE U ! �  I VER S I TY 
BROOK I NG S , SOUTI-I D/\ K01 A 57000 
Dea r Au g u s t a na l e t t e rw t n n e r , 
I a m  i n  t h e  p r o c e ; s o f  g £ t h c r J n g t n f o r m a t l o n r e g a r d i n g 
:., 1 1  f o r m � , i r. t c r- c o l l o � i v !: t':'  l e t t e rw i i� n c r s  o f  Au g u s t a n a  C o l l e g e  
wh i c h  w i l t  s e r v e  a s  t h e  b � s t s  f o r  m y  M � s t e r ' s  t h e s i s  a t  S o u t h  
Da ko t a  S t a t e  U n i v u r s l t y .  T h i j  s t u d y  i s  b e i n g c o n d u c t e d f o r  
t h e  p u r ro s e  o f  g � l n l � g I n s i g h t  I n t o  t h e  o p ! n i o n s  h e l d  b y  a l u m r. J 
1 e t t e n--l t n n e r s c o n  c.. e 1· n t n g ,,, a n y a s p e c t s o f  t h e i r v a r: s i t y i n t e r -
co l l e g t a t e  a t h l e t i c  e x p e r i e n c e s  wh i l e a t t e n d i n g A u g u s t a no .  
T h e  e n c l o s ed q u e s t i o � n a t r e w i 1 1  s � r ve y  y o u r p r e s e n t  s t u t u s  
a n d  w i l l  p r : v l d e i n s i g h t  I n t o  t h e  n � : � r e o f  y o u r � c t i v i t i e s 
a n d  c a r e e r s  p u r s u e d  � • � c o  l c a v f n g Au g u s t a n a - C o l l c g e . S i m i l a r 
s u r v ey s  h a v e  b e e n  e m p l o y e d  a t  s u c h  I n s t i t u t i o n s  a s  I n d i a n a  
U n l v e r s t t y ,  O h i o  S t a t � U n i v e r s i t y ,  U n i v e r s i t y o f  P i t t s b u r g h , 
a n d  S o u t h  O a ko t a  S t o t e  U n i v � r s i t y ,  a n d h a v e  b e e n  m o s t b e n e f i c i a l  
t o  t h e s e  I n s t i t u t i o n s . A s  a f or m e r l e t t e r w i n n e r  o f  A u g u s t a n a  
C o l l e g e  d u r f n g  1 9 6 9 - 1 9 7 3 , I 1 m •1 e r y  p l e a s e d t h a t w e  w i  1 1  n ow 
h a v e  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t y t o  p r o v i d e s om e  i m po r t a n t  r e s e a r c h  f o r  
ou r a l ma rr.a t e r . 
You r c a n d i d  a n d h o n e s t r e s p o n s e s  t o  t h t s  q u e s t i o n n a i r e 
a r e ve r y  i m p o r t a n t  t o  t h e  t o t a l I m pa c t  o f  t h i s  s t u d y , a n d  w i l l  
� e  o f  g r e a t  b e n e f t t  t o  t h e A u g u s t a n a  A t h l e t i c  D e p a r t m e n t . A l l 
l n f o r m a t l o n w h i c h y o u  p r o v i d e w i l l  b e  h e l d  i n  s t r r c t e s t  c o n f i ­
d e n c e . T h e  q u e s t i o n n a i r e w i l l  b e  c o d e d  o n l y  f 0 r  f o l l ow - u p 
p u r p o s e s  t o  s e c u r e  a s  l a r g e  a r e s p on s e  a s  po s $ i b l e .  A s u mma r y  
o f  t h e  r e s u l t s o f  t h t s  s t u d y  w i 1 1  b e  i n c l u d e d t n  t h e  A u g u s t a n a  
T � d a y  n ew s pa p e r  a n d  t h e  A l u m n i L e t t e r me n n ew s l e t t e r .  A c o p y 
w i l l . a l s o b e  � v a i l a b l e  t o  y o u  u p o n  y o u r r e q u e s t .  
T h a n k  y o u  f o r y o u i i n t e r e s t a n d  a s s i s t a n c e J n  t h i s  s u r v e y . 
You r p r o m p t r e t u r n  o f  t he q u e s t i o n n a i r e i n  t h e  e n c l o s e d p o s t a g e ­
pa t d  e n v e l o p e  w i l l  b e  a p p r e c i a t e d . 
S t n c e r e l y  y o u r s . 
'Jt]� (Jl.f� 
M a r k  E k e l a n d  
G r a d u a t e  T e a c h i n g A s s i s t a n t  
S ou t h  Da ko t a  S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y 
T h i s  t h e s i s  s t � d y  h a s  b e e n  a p p r ov e d  b y  t h e  H e a l t h ,  P h y s i c a l  
Ed u c a t l o n a n d  Re c r e a t i o n  D e p a r t me n t  a t  S o u t h  D a k o t a  S t a t e 
Un l v e r $ l t y .  I w o u l d  a p p r e c i a t e � n y  a s s i s t a n c e  y o u  c a n  g i v e 
H r . E ke l a n d . 
P r o f e s s o r  B a r r y M c K e o w n  
Bwv. /YJ � 
R e s e a r cJc oo r d l n a t o r  H P E R  
S ou t h  O n k o t a  S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y 
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ATHLETI C  LETTERWINNERS PROF I LE SURVEY 
AUGUSTAtiA COLLEGE , S IOUX FALLS , SOUTH DAKOTA 
1 .  Please p l ace an � (Ma l e )  or E. ( Fem� l e )  bes i de and to the r i ght  of each i ntercol l eg i ate sport ( s ) i n  whi ch 
� earned a va rs i ty l ette r whi le attendi ng Augustana Col l ege : 
Basketba l l  __ ; Baseba l l  __ ; Cross · country __ ; Footbal l __ ; Gol f  __ ; Gymnas t i cs ___ ; 
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Softbal l  __ ; Swirmiing __ ; Tenni s __ ;, Track and Fiel d __ ; Vo l l eybal l __ ; Wres tl i ng __ • 
2. What i s  yc,ur ma ri tal  s tatus? S i ng le  __ ; Harried __ ; Separated __ : D f vorr.ed __ ; \lidow __ ; 
Wi d°"'er __ 
3. Do you have any chf l dren? Yes __ ; No __ . I f  yes , how n1any? 
4 .  In what s ta te do  you  n�� res i de ?  
5 .  If  JOU gradui':ted from Augus tan a Col l ege , p l ease i ndi cate your year of g radu a ti on : 
li st  your maJ':lr area( s )  and/or f i e l d ( s )  'lf academic ccncer.tra t i cn :  
6 .  If you d i d  not g raduate from Augus tana Co l l ege , p l ease i nd icate your years o f  attendance : 
l1st  your �ason (s ) for not  g radudt i n g :  
,. . 
7. If you di d .!'.!.9.!. ; ra du ate f rom Augus tana Col lege , di d you atte11d or g r.1duate frcm ano ther coH�ge or  uni ver-
s i ty? Ye� ; No . r f  answer i s  yes , p l ease i ndi cute i nst i tu ti on ( s ) and major  a red ( s }  or fi e l d ( $ }  
o f  academicconcentrat, on and date o f  gradu¼ti on ( i f  a graduate ) : 
8. Have you taken any graduate l eve l courses ! i tr.�r at Avgus tana Ccl l eg e  or e l sewhere? Ye s  ; No 
If your answe r · i s  yes , indi cate majo� area ( s )  or  fi e l d( s )  of academi c concentra t ion & date of g rad�1 a t i or: : 
9. If you have rece ive d  a degree beyond your  bacca l �ure�te , p l eas e l i s t  you r  deg ree( s )  and the � n s ti tu t i cn ( s )  
granting the degree ( s )  and year o f  g raduation : 
10. Oid ei the r  of your parents graduate frora a col l ege or uni vers i ty? Yes __ ; No __ • I f  your  answer i s  
yes , was i t · you r  Father __ ; Mother __ ; Both Father dnd Mother  _ _  .
1 1 .  If  e i the r parent o r  both g raduated fror.i co l l ege , did they a ttend Augustana Co l l ege? Y e s  __ ; N o  ___ ; 
I f  yes , was i t  your Father __ ; Mothe r __ ; Both Father and Mo the:-__ • 
12. Di d you rece i ve any type o f  fi na!"lci a l  a i d  wh i l e  a ttendi ng Augus tana Col l ege? Yes __ ; No __ . I f  your 
answer fs yes , p l ease check any o f  the fol lowi ng whi ch are aopl i cab l e :  
Athlet i c  scho l arsh i p  Cam�us jcb Grant-i n- a i d  Off-campus job 
Academi c �cho l a rs h i p-- Governmen t grant__ Loan__ 
-- Room grant __ --
Other (pl ease  speci fy) ____________________________________ _ 
1 3. What f s  o r  has been your major occupa ti cn ( s )  s i nce co l l ege? P l ease check any wh i ch are app l i cab l e :  
Banke r Educator Farmer/Rancher Mi l i tary : areer M i n f strf 
Bus f ne� Engi neer-- Medtca l  career Lawye r__ -- Student..==-
Other (ple ase speci fy ) __ -_:_:_-:_ ______________________________ _ 
14.  Have you been or are presen tly a rnerr.b�r of the mi l i tary servi ce? Yes __ ; �o__ If  yes . pl ease l i s t 
the branch and hi ghe st  rank 1t�a i neJ : 
1 5 .  Pl ease check the organi zati ons to wh i c h  you b e l ong ( past  or present)  and  i n d i c3 te any off i ces  of l eadersh i p  
wh fc� you have he l d  i n  each ( p l ea�e i nd i cate any profes s i onal  organ i zdt i ons and o thP.rs i n  space p rov i aed ) : 




Country C 1 uo _____ _ 
Eag les _______ _ 
Elks ________ _ 
IC. of C .  _ _,_ ____ _ 




Rotary _______ _ 
? . T . A. 
Schoo l-So_a_r_,d------






16 .  Have you ever been e l ected to a pol i tf cal  offi ce? Y�s __ : �o __ • I f  yes , p l ea�e  s � ec ifv :  ____ _ 
1 7. P lease  f oc!i_cate i'..2.1d.!:. �pproxi::t a te .  tota l  i nco:ne for 1976 ( i ncome befo re taxes , but  afte r  b•J s i ness  expenses 
have been ceducted ;  , nc lud� any i ncome from i nves tments ) :  
U!'lder ts ,ooo 
$5 .000-$9 ,999-=-
no ,000- S l  4 , 999 
S i S ,000- $22 ,999== 
$21 ,000-$27 ,999 
$28 ,000-$ 32 ,999== 
$33 ,000-$49 ,999  
$50 ,000 & Ove r -
18. ? lease i ndi cate h01t yo� woul d rate you r present phys1 cal  condi tion  w i th respect to oth ers of your age : 
19 . 
20 .  
21 . 
22. 
Poor __ • Fai r __ ; Average __ ; Good __ i Exce l l ent  __ ; Other _____________ _ 
Are you present!y f nvcl ved �d th s ome type of l e i s ure-tfme activ f tr a nd/or s port ( s }? Yes ; No . I f  
J!l!S , pl eas e $peci fi' the ty:,c ( g o l f ,  tenni � .  joggi ng , ski i ng ,  etc . ) and  your frequer.cy c f  i nvo l v(:IT1€ n :  {Da i ly ,  
two tfr..a� P•:?r ,1�ek . t,..,o ti r.ti?s per  r:,onth .  e tc. ) =------·--------------�------
Are you preseri t ly ,  o r  h ave you eve r beer. i nvol v�d  f n  any type of a th l e t f c  coach i ng? Ye.s ; No • 
If y2s ,  P l �;;se  i nd i cat� l eve l of coach i ng by c i rc l f ng the l eve 1 ( s )  ar,d the number  of y�ars'-fn the STir.f to 
tt-.e .ri gr t of eacr. 1 e'w·e 1 .  
E lP.lll. S cholll ; Jr .  Hig� ; H igh  Schoo l ; 
If othe r .  p l ��se speci fy typeorco ach i ng act i vi t_y 
_
_ 
Col lega __ ; Co:rmuni ty __ ; Other __ 
I f  ycu ha·.-e bet:n f ov,,l ve d  ,..,.i :t; coac.h i 'lg at a nytirr.e , d id  you fee l that you were adequ ate l y  p repared a s  a 
studt::n t. at Augustan a  Col l ege fo r th i s  exper ier.ce ? Yes __ ; No __ • Were yo:J a Phys ica l  ::du•: a ti on 
Major ; t-: i nol" ; Other__,..,..----,-------,..-...----.--,-�.---------------Oi c! youlea rn more aooirt coach i ng th rough : yot.:r athlEt 1 c  parc:ic i �ation __ ; you r cours e wor,< __ ; 
Ot11e r (p l ease  speci fy) _____________________________________ _ 
F l e as� i ndi cate the amcunt of i nfl uence your col l ege coa ch (es ) had i n  your own p�rs cna l qro�th ;  a areat 
�1.mt ; sc,:,e � none . P l e a s e  corr:nent on a ny aspect of  your c�aches  i nf h.:ence ( e th i cs . 
fif rr.ess'71ntegri ty , oel1 avi or ,  rnod�l1ng examp l e  fo r you , J nfl uence of a s peci f i c coach , e tc . ) _____ _ 
23 . As a student/ ath l ete at Augustana Col l ege , di d you fee l  that  you : (check any t�at  may app1y to you ) 
rece i ve d  pre fe renti a l  treatment: by some i ns tructors 
were d i s cri�i nated agai n s t  by sor.ie i nstructors 
--
��re tre at;ri the saffie as any other student 
--
othe r ( p l ease spec i fy } _________ :_-:_-:_: _________________________ _ 
24. Oo yo,J fee l  that your part� ci pation 1 n  ath l e ti cs at Augus tana Co l l ege was an educa ti ona l experi enc� worthy 
of acadeni c credi t? Ye� __ ; No __ • CO!illlents ________________________ _ 
25 . Please i n di cate the amount of i nfl uence wh i c� your parti ci p�t1 on i n  i n tercol l eg i ate ith l etic$  at Augustana 
Col lege na� had upon your prese'!! l evel of i nteres t  i n  Augus tana : pos i ti ve l y  i nf luenr.ed __ ; negat ive l y  
infl uenced __ ; i nd i fferent c:o the Co l l ege __ ; O ther __ . ___________________ _ 
26. Brie fly  describe you r  fe� l i ngs  regardi ng your i nterco l l eg i ate var.: 1 ty a th l eti c as  we l l  as any other s i gn i f­
f cant expe ri er.ces at Augus t.ana Co l l e�e . Was i t  a worthwhi l e experi ence for you? Has  i t  con tr i b u ted i n  any 
way , favorab l v  or unfavorably, co ei t�er your  persona 1 or profes� iona 1 l i fe s i nce l e a v i ng the campus? 
PL£ASE RETURN TO : Mr. Mark Eke l a nd ,  Graduate Teach i ng As s i star.t 
Oepartn:ent of Hea l th , Phys i ca l  Edu�a t i on & Recreat ion  
South Dakota S tate Un i ve rs i ty , Brook i ngs , South Da kota 57005 
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APPENDIX B 
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO LETTERWINNERS 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UN IVERS IT{ 
BROOKINGS , SOUTH DAKOTA 57006 
DEPART/flJ:tIT OF HEALTH,  PHYSICAL EDUCA fION AND RECRE.l'\TION 
Dear Augustana Letterwinner , 
Seven weeks aoo a ouestior.na ire was n@ i led to former Viking l etter­
winners under the ;pons;rship of the Augusta na Col l eg e  Athl etic  Department 
and the Hea l th , Phys ica l Educa tion a;1d RecrE:a tion Department cit South Dakota 
State Univen, :ty . The qu�stionna ire v.ia s part o f  a survey to deter111in2 the 
status  o f  vars ity l etterwinncrs s ince l eaving Augustana Co.H ege , a nd to 
a s sess  whether they bel ieved this experi. ence may ha ve influ �mced the ir 
devel cpmGnt . ,. ' 
A tota l of 958 copi es of  the quest ionna ire we"!:'e 111<:1 i led on December 5 ,  
1977 . Currently , a pproximately 400 responses have been rece ived . In order 
that I might obta in a true picture of the oµinions  of Augustana l etter­
winners , it  is  importa nt tha t I receive completed questionna i res  from a 1 1  c f  
the members of this group . You:r: a s sistance  i n  compl eting a nd returning the 
enclosed questionna ire wculd be :dncerc ly a pprec ia ted . 
This  survt;y is be ing conducted a s  part of a M.1sters d r::?gre e  the s is 
inves-tiga tion . The dt!ta col i ected from the corripl eted questior:n2. i.:;:-es wi l l  
be used only to deve l op a profi le  of the tota l popu la tion of  l e tt&rwi��ers 
at  Augustana Col l ege . Al l informa tion received will  be hel d  in  s tr ictt"}st 
confidenc e .  
Thank you for your a s sistance i n  this  research . Your prompt return 




Augie  Letter�inner ( 1 970-73 ) 
P . S .  I f  you have a lrea dy completed and returned the first . questionna ire 
then please  disregard and dispose of  thi s  l etter a nd the questionna ire . 
Please send r esponses to :  �ark Ekeland , G�aduate Tea c� ing Ass ist; nt 
Dep-J rtment o f  Hea ltn ,  Phys ica�  Educa tion  and 
Rec1·ea -f--ion 
South Da icob Sta te Un h ers i ty 
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APPENDIX C 
L£TTERWIN?1ERS BY SPORT ( 5 }  AND YEAR OF GRADUATION ( 1 920-1939) 
Letterwinncrs 1 920 1 924 19�5 1926 1 927 1928 1929 1930 1 932 1 933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1�38 1939  
Bk* l l l 
Bk ,Ba 
Bk ,Ba ,FB 2 2 2 
Bk ,Ba ,Fb,Go 
Bk, Ba , Fb ,Te 1 
Bk,Ba ,Fb, lF 1 1 
Bk,Fb 1 1 1 . l 
Blc,Fb,Go 
Blt,Fb,Te 
Bk,Fb,TF l l 1 3 1 












Ba , Fb 1 
Ba ,Fb ,Go 





CC ,TF,Wr 1 













Te 1 l 
TF 1 l l 1 
Vb 
Vr 
Tota l No . l l l l 4 l 4 5 4 7 4 4 2 4 7 2 
Tota l  % 0 . 2  0 . 2  0 .2 0 . 2  0 .4 0 .2  0 .4 0 . 9  Q .4 l . 3 0 .4 0 .4  0 . 4 0 . 4  1 . 3 0 . 2  
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APPENDIX C (cont inued ) 
( 1940-1959) 
Letterwinners 40 41 42 43 45 46 47 48 49 50 51  52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
Bk l l 3 l l 2 l 
Bk,Ba l 1 l l 
Bk,Ba , Fb l 
Bk,Ba ,Fb,Go l 
Bk,Ba ,Fb,Te 1 
Bk;Ba ,Fb, 1F 1 2 
. Bk ,Fb l 1 1 l 1 l l 
Bk,Fb,Go 1 
BJc,Fb,Te 1 1 









Bk,Te ,TF l 
Bk,TF 1 1 1 1 1 
Bk,Vb 
Ba 1 2 2 1 
Ba ,Fb l 1 l l 2 
Ba ,fb,Go 
Ba ,Fb ,TF 









Fb,TF 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 2 4 
Fb,TF ,Wr 
Fb,Wr 






Te l l 1 l l 1 
Te,TF l 
TF 1 1 l l l 1 1 l 1 3 3 2 
Vb 
Wr 
Total No . 6 3 3 7 2 l 3 8 10 10 10 6 9 10 6 1 1  18  14  8 
Tota l % 1 . 1 o . 6  o . 6  1 .3 o . 4  0 . 2  o .6  1 . 5 1 . a  1 .a 1 . a 1 . 1  1 . 7 1 . s 1 . 1 2 .0 3 . 3 2 . 6  1 . 5 
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APPENDIX C ( continued) 
( 1960-1977 ) 
Letter- Non- Tot. Tot. 
winners 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 Gra ds  No . ol ,<> 
Bk l l l 2 l 2 l l 1 5 2 4 l l 4 41 7 .6 
Bk,Ba 3 l l l 10 1 . 0  
Bk,Ba ,Fb l 1 l 10 1 .0 
Bk,Ba ,Fb,Go l 0.2  
Bk,Ba ,Fb, Te l l 4 0 .7 
Bk,Ba ,Fb,  TF 5 0.9  
Bk,Fb l 3 15 2.8  
Bk ,Fb,Go l 2 0 .4 
Bk,Fb,Te 1 2 0 .4 
Bk,Fb,TF 1 l 19 3.5 
Bk,Fb, TF, Wr 1 0 .2 
Blc,Go l l 3 0.6  
Bk,Go ,Sb,TF 2 2 0 .4 
Bk,Sb l 1 0 .2 
B.Jc,Sb ,Te l 1 0 . 2  
Bk,Sb,TF l 1 0 . 2  
Bk ,Sb,Vb 1 l 2 0 .4 
Bk,te l l 3 o.6  
Bk,'Ie,TF l 0.2  
Bk,IF l l 7 1 .3 
Bk,Vb 1 l l l 4 0.7 
Ba 1 1 1 l 2 3 4 2 3 2 l 5 2 2 36 6 .6  
Ba ,Fb 2 2 1 l 1 2 1 2 l 2 2 l 2 'Z1 5.0 
Ba ,Fb,Go l l 0.2  
Ba ,Fb,TF l 0.2  
Ba ,Fb,Wr 1 1 2 0 .4 
0:: 1 l l 1 l 5 0.9  
a:,Gy,TF 1 0 .2 
a:,tF l l 1 1 1 l 1 8 1 .5 
O::,lF,Wr 1 l 0.2  
Fb 2 4 2 4 1 l 5 3 6 4 2 l· 7 9 8 4 3 5 31  156 28 -8  
Fb,Go 1 2 4 0.7 
Fb,Go,IF 1 l 0.2  
Fb,Te 1 l 0.2  
Fb,IF 2 l 2 l l 2 2 3 31 5 .7  
Fb,IF,Wr 1 l 3 o.6 
Fb,Wr 1 l 2 l 5 0 .9  
Go l 1 l l 1 1 l l 1 15 2.a 
Go,Wr 1 l 0.2  
Gy 3 4 0 .1 
Sb l 2 3 o.6  
Sb,Vb 1 l 0 .2 
Sw 1 1 1 3 o . 6  
Te 1 1 4 2 3 3 3 l 26 4 .8 
l'e ,tF 1 0 .2  
IF 1 1 l 2 4 l 2 4 37 0 .2  
Vb 1 2 1 2 6 1 . 1 
Wr 2 1 3 3 1 2 2 3 4 5 27 5 . 0  
'Total No . 3 1 1  10 B 10 '1 17 1 1  19  16 9 13 24 25 27 23 21 27 67 542 100 .0  
Total % o .6 2 .0 1 . s  1 .5 1 . 8 0 . 7  3 . 1  2 .0 3 .5 3 .0 1 .7  2 . 4  4 . 4  4 . 6  s .o 4 . 2  3 . 9  s .o 12 .4  100 .0 
�breviations: ok-.cas Ke�ro l l ,  Sa-Ba s eba l l , cc-cross Country,  Fb-Foo tbal l , Go-Golf , Gy-Gynmastics , 
Sb-Softball , Sw-Swirrrning , Te-Tennis ,  TF-Track and Field ,  Vb-Volleybal l ,  Wr-Wrestl ing 
APPEND IX D 
OPINIONS OF AUGUSTANA LETTERWINNERS REGARDING 
THE INFLUENCE OF THEIR COLLEGE COACHES 
81. 
The following comments were made by Augustana Coll ege 
letterwinners after indicating the amount of influence their 
coach (es) had on their own personal growth, represented by: 




G - for 
for no 
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These responses represent approximately 25 percent of the letter­
winners writing comments to this question. 
Baseball , 1927, an educator : 
G - Not only the coaches but the whole campus atmosphere, not 
only in athletics, but also music, forensics, etc. was geared toward 
excellence ! 
Baseball and football, 1929, in business: 
S - Fairness - also aggressive endeavor in any worthy under­
taking - achievement for skill - alertness and self-discipline. 
Footbal l ,  1930 , in business: 
S - Fairness, · and integrity, and na tter of self assurance or 
confidence. Basis for all of this laid in home and church influence 
and strengthened through athletics, but no particular personality. 
Baseball, 1930, an educator : 
G - Instilled in me the desire to win but that the welfare 
of the participant came first . 
Basketball, baseball
) 
and football, 1938, Federal Aviation Adm . : 
G - ( My  coach - a Christian, a gentl ernan, and a great coach 
and leader. 
Track and field, 1939, an educator : 
G - ( He )  set a good· example, was a fine listener and always 
believed in us and our capacilities. 
Football, 1941, an engineer: 
S - From my college coach I gained an appreciation for dis­
c ipline, tenacity, fair play, and doing things precisely. 
Football, 1943 1) medical career: 
G - A desire to see through adversity - accept defeat - be a 
gracious victor. 
Football, 1948, an educator: 
S - As an ex G. I. and survivor - the influence of coaches was 
less than profound. 
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·Basketball, footbal l, and track and field, 1949; an educator: 
G - I felt my coaches were very influencial as builders of 
character - they were fine Christian men and showed concern for their 
players . 
Gymnastics, 1950, physical therapy: 
S - Good moral influence and examples of leadership, integrity, 
and for encouragement. 
Footbal l  and track and field, 1952, the ministry: 
G - Honoring a person for effort as well as talent. 
Ba seball, 1952, an educator: 
G - Model - doing one ' s  best but humble with results. 
Track and field, 1954, an educator: 
G - (He) set high standards and expectations for performa nce 
both on and off the athletic field. I ' m  extremely indebted to him for 
being an outstanding coach, teacher, and friend. 
Basketball and baseball, 1954, an educator: 
S - I learned to be a gracious loser. 
-Basketball and football, 1954, insurance vice-president :_ 
G - Complete unfairness of one coach for three ye ars . Two 
others were absolutely fantastic in guidance . 
Football, 1955, an educator: 
G - Came and got me and brought me back to school . (They) are 
both fine men - excellent examples and concerned. 
Football  and track and field, 1956, the ministry: 
S - The coaches did their best to inspire us, challenge us. 
It was l ife and death matter to them, it influenced me . They were 
fair and proper to us. We probably gave them more problems than they 
deserved. 
Basketball, football , and golf, 1957, an engi neer : 
S - All coaches trave undoubtedly contributed some influences 
on my personality, however I cannot pinpoint any outstanding examples. 
Football, 1957 . an educator: 
N - (He) taught me the importance of winning and we did. Not a 
bad lesson, actually other coaches taught me the value of losing. A 
better lesson actually, as there are more losses than wins in life. 
We lose a little each day ! 
Track and field, 1957 , phvsisist and public health sanitarian :  
S - In some cases I was favorably influenced by their integ�ity, 
in other cases I was unfavorably influenced by their single-mindedness. 
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Basketbal l and track and field, 1958, an optometrist: 
S - My college coaches were of good moral character and always 
gentlemen . I look back on my association with them with much respect. 
Fo_otball , 1959, in business: 
S - As I partic ipated in sports from a young age , I feel the 
most influence came from the youth and high school coaches - their 
influence was important in my formative years. 
Football ,  1 961 , in business: 
N - (He) is not necessarily a positive role model - but he's 
a good coach. 
Footba ll ,  1 962, data processing: 
G - Augie coach had very negative affect on me . He destroyed 
my sel f-con_fidence which took several years to recover. 
Basketball, 1965, a lawyer: 
N - My high school coaches had a great influence . I learned 
a deep sense of responsibility at that level and very little at the 
college level . 
Golf, 1 966 � in business: 
N - Only played golf - rarely saw a coach. 
Basketball , 1967, dentistry: 
S - I believe they were excellent coaches but true personal 
growth was not achieved through coaches but rather through athletics 
itself. 
Baseball and football, 1968, an educator: 
G - Large influence and probably greatest effect came from my 
high school coaches ; college coaches also had a positive influence on 
me as far as being good examples to follow . 
Football and wrestlinq , 1968, social services: 
S to N - Too much emphasis on the goal (winning) - hardly any 
on the means ,  the process. Mostly not too positive. 
Basketbal l ,  1968, in business and a Federal gov't audit investigator: 
S - I learned that sports were games - I enjoy�d them for a 
time, but I vowed never to play again. 
Basketbal l and footbal l ,  1 968, a banker: 
G - (He ) molded by sense of determination, fairness ,  integrity, 
and Christian faith much as a father image . 
Wrestling, 1968, u .  s .  Government - IRS: 
S - Excellent standards and va lues - fun and a sense of humor. 
Basebal l ,  1969, an educator and farmer/rancher : 
S - My c oach influenced me more by his high level of personal 
integrity than anything else. I feel this carried over into my own 
coaching philosophy. 
Basebal l  and footbal l ,  1969, YJvCA professional : 
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S - The coaches were all of high moral characte·r and set good 
exarr�les. The school at that time I believe did not have money enough 
to support the staffs and produce a winner. 
Basebal l ,  1969, an educator : 
G - W� used to think (he) was overly idealistic and out-of-time 
with things. _ I have since learned through experience that he was a 
fine man and _ a great example - how wrong we were ! 
Tennis, 1969, an educator : 
N - Our c oach was only there as a supervisor and I did not 
learn anything from him. This is not to say I didn ' t like him - I did. 
He just did not help with any tennis instruction. 
Wrestling, 1969, business: 
S - Most important influence was instilling and reinforcing of 
posi tive thought - that one can do and accorr�lish things which nay seem 
difficult to irr�ossible. 
Wrestling, 1970, in business : 
G - I had a c oach who didn't know too much about the sport. 
But he tried. I give him credit for that. 
Basketball and baseball, 1971, an educator: 
G - Greatest influence on me - ethics, behavior, modeling. 
Wrestling, 1971, ministry: 
S - Specific c oach - he related well to the wrestlers but lacked 
any appreciable knowledge of skills in the sport itself. This was 
frustrating. It called into question the competence and interest . of 
the athletic dept. His decision not to grant me a varsity letter be­
cause I was a freshman raised questions about integrity for me . Other 
coaches nice but generally disinterested in those outside their own 
particular sport. 
Football, 1972, medical career: 
S - Head coach seemed to have a few favorites but appeared to 
me to treat rrany student athletes with indifference. A positive note -
I do  think he was a man of strong moral character. 
Baseba ll, 1972, c onservationist : 
S - Mostly negative comments come to mind. Myself and my team­
nates were not inspired by our coach to put forth maximum effort, not 
all players were. treated fairly, we did not receive solid teaching in 
al l aspects of the game. But I will always be grateful for the op­
portunity I had. 
Basketball , 1972, in business: 
G - The coaching staff was a negative example of all aspects 
listed above. 
Baseball and football, 1972, in business: 
S - The daily influence of competitiveness and determination 
to win or succeed are a priceless pair of attributes. 
Ba sebal l and football, 1973, an educator: 
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S - In a negative role ; the disappointments, discrimination, 
lack of mutual respect, and unfair treatment I received have made me 
a better person, teacher, and coach. 
S - My football coach was often times the victim of talking out 
of both sides of his mouth - nice guy - just didn't know how to handle 
people. Baseball coach was fair but too conservative in his approach 
to the game. Nice man to work for !  
Basketba l l ,  1973, an educator: 
G - I was influenced by their dedication and desire to help you 
in any way they could. 
Footbal l ,  1973,  ministry: 
G - In all aspects of growth, they helped me to n@ke the 
decision not to go further in athletics. 
Cross country, track and field, 1973, educator: 
G - My track coach was an excellent model of integrity and fair­
ness. I learned a lot from him. 
Football, 1974, medical career: 
G - My coaches influenced my ideas of ethics, fairness, and 
integrity. 
Football, 1974, a student: 
S - How to be a good PR man and a lousy coach, create dis­
sention among players, thank goodness my high school coaches were much 
better with respect to integrity, discipline, etc . ! 
Footba ll and golf, 1974, in business: 
G - Ethics, fairness, integrity. Overall I felt I learned a 
great deal about life in general through participation in football. 
(Hard work, involved, ups and downs of life, satisfaction of accomp­
lishment.) 
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Track and field, 1974, an educator: 
S - My coach I felt was a very decent, understanding, competent 
person who I felt could have n@de me feel valuable in any learning 
situation . 
Wrestling, 1974, educator and farmer/rancher: 
G - (He ) instilled a winning attitude within me - an attitude 
that also included the concept that "if you didn't win fairly, you 
didn't win. " 
Footba ll, 1974, a banker: 
S - (He) was a nice guy but not an inspiring leader and he 
showed you where you had to be tougher by being weak . in imagination 
and discipline. 
Football, 1974, an educator: 
G - Basketball coaches were fair, knowledgeable (people to 
errrulate ) .  Football coaches were unethical, lacked ability to corrmruni­
cate, unfair. 
Football, 1974, medical career: 
N - Coaches did little to develop personality traits. I felt 
the people in command couldn ' t  be trusted, were two-faced oftentimes, 
and were in general fair-weather friends. 
Softball and volleyball, 1974, medical career: 
G - Taught me control of my emotions and behavior - encouraged 
a continuation of learning by allowing me to coach girls' basketball 
team for a short while. 
Football, 1975, an educator: 
S - I learned quite a bit in the way I did not want to coach 
myself - a reverse type of learning. 
Basketball, baseball, football, and tennis, 1975, an educator: 
G - I learned both sides of the fence from a starter in high 
school to a frustrated athlete in college. This has really helped me 
in understanding what some young men are going through and have learned 
that honesty with players is present. 
Basketball and football, 1975, an educator: 
S - I was influenced by their intensity and deoication. As 
people, I am impressed by their concern for players as friends. 
Baseba ll and football, 1975, an accountant: 
S - Learning to discipline the mind and body towards individual 
a nd group. Goals in humanistic environment. 
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Football and basketba ll, 1 975, medica l . career: 
G - Both my high school and college ba sketba ll coa ches influ­
enced me  very positively in persona l qualities such a s  fairness, good 
sportsrranship, personal appearance. 
Wrestling, 1 976, an educator: 
G - Helped me reach a goal for myself, that even I wasn't sure 
I could reach. 
Track a nd field, 1976, a laborer: 
G - I went to two colleges during my college career  and all my 
coaches did a great job. They took persona l interest in me a s  a 
student and a runner. 
Basketba ll, 1976, a n  educator: 
G - Lea rning how not to react and behave as  a coach. When you 
see many negative a spects you tend to catch yourself if you do them 
a lso . 
Footba ll, 1977, in business: 
S - Well respected men who put the student before the athlete. 
S - All seemed to keep athletics and other a spects of life in 
proper perspective. 
Basketba ll, golf, a nd softba ll, 1977, a n  educator: 
G - They were a ll very efficient, persona ble coaches. 
Gyrrmastics, 1 977, an educator: 
S - Influenced by dedication to the sport a nd the great dea l of 
time spent to it. 
Footba ll, 1 977, student and mechanic: 
S - How not to deal· with people - coaches had a bas ic lack of 
talent in respectto interpersonal  relationships. 
Track a nd field, 1977, leader of camp tours: 
S - Although others disagree with me, from previous experience 
with the coach, I found the coach fair, sympathetic, a nd extremely 
understanding. 
Basketba ll and softba ll, track and fi eld � 1 977, Yt-'CA: 
They helped me to look at things from a realistic point of view 
rather tha n from an  idealistic viewpoint. 
Volleyba ll, 1977, medica l career: 
S - Coa ch very fair. She had a grea t influence in getting our 
team to play together as  one. She wa s not afraid to show you she was 
a Chr istia n. 
Non-graduates of Augustana College: 
Cross country and track and field, horticultural services ('29-'32) : 
G - I received a great amount of encouragement to excel l; to 
keep physically, mentally, and morally fit. 
Basketball and football; business: ( 1950's) 
S - Cooperation with teammates and control of emotions. 
Football and golf, an educator: ( 1960's) 
S - The best thing I learned was to be a competitive person 
in all aspects of life. 
Basketball, in business: (1970's) 
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S - A l l  coaches were very interested in me personally and were 
great examples of fine Christian teachers through athletics. 
Track and field, in business: (1970's) 
S - Ethics and fairness - more. Influence on how the game is 
pla yed than just simply winning. 
Football, a student, ('73-'76) : 
N - High school coaches made biggest impact, Augie coaches 
thought they were " big time. " I left Augie with a bad taste for col­
lege coaches. 
Volleyball, a student, ('75-'77) :  
N - The aspect that affected me most unfortunately was a 
negative one. I thought my coach was overly masculine. She thought 
she had to be nasculine to be a good athlete. I don't agree with this 
philosophy. 
APPENDIX E 
OPINIONS OF AUGUSTANA LETTERW INNERS CONCERNING 
ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR ATHLETIC PARTICIPAT ION 
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The following comments were made  by August ana College varsity 
letterwinners when asked the question: Do you feel that your par­
ticipation in athletics a t  Augustana College was an educational exper­
ience v,orthy of academic credit? 
These comments represent all the remarks made to the above 
question, approximately 28 percent of the total letterwinners. 
Basketball, baseball, and football, 1927, an educator, farmer/rancher: 
Yes, to some extent, in a degree in physical education. 
Baseba ll and footbal l,  1929, now in business: 
Yes, for respect of n0intaining physical fitness and self­
discipline of habits good as well as bad. 
Basketball, football, and track and field,  1930, an educator: 
Yes, I have al ways felt that a participant in athletics received 
carryover values that could not be received in the classroom . 
Basketba ll, 1930, an educator: 
No, I felt it was a privilege to participate in athletics and 
needed no academic credit for same. 
- Football, 1930, in business: 
No, although beneficial from social and behaviorally and char­
acter standpoint, it does not fit into the true academic field and as 
such should not be used to clutter it. 
Football and track and field, 1932, an educator: 
Yes, I learned much more about dealing with people from my 
athletic experiences than from any class. 
Basebal l ,  football .  and track and field, 1933,  an educator: 
Yes, we put in lots of hours. Used this experience in later 
years. 
Yes, athletics should be defined as a pa rt of the total edu­
cational program offered by any school. They should be considered as 
co-curricular, not extra-curricular. 
Cross country, track and field, and wrestling, 1933,  an educator: 
Yes, my participation enabled me to become known in the state -
which nade it possible for me to get a teaching and coaching position. 
Football, 1935, an educator: 
Yes, very valuable to my naturing and educational growth. 
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Ba s eba l l ,  footba l l , and track and fi eld, 1935, an  educa tor: 
Yes, if it had not been for Augie experience with a thletics, 
encoura gement by coache s, players and many fa culty ,  a nd the financia l 
he lp through jobs etc . tha t I would not have stuck it out. Thos e were 
depression yea rs . 
Footba ll, 1936, FBI and A ir Force career: 
Yes, time spent in practice, plus learning rules of games, how 
to play, how to teach, deserve some credit. 
Ba sketba l l, ba seba ll,  footba ll, 1937, educa tor and medica l career : 
Yes, time and effort exceeded that spent on nany courses. 
Tenn i s , 1938, an educator, fa rmer/rancher: 
No, my participation was enj oyment and the fun of team play. 
Ba sketba ll,  ba seba l l ,  footba l l , and tenni s,  1938, a n  educa tor: 
No, I did it because I enj oyed sports a nd wanted to coach or 
work with young peopl e. 
Ba seba l l  and footba l l ,  1939, an a irport manager : 
Yes, if physica l education credits are needed varsity sports 
should count . 
Ba sketba ll, ba seba ll, footba l l, and tennis, 1940, a n  educator and 
banker: 
No, doing it becaus e  I liked it a nd _ enjoyed it. 
Ba sketba ll, footba l l , a nd track and fi eld, 1942, an educa tor: 
Yes, great amount of time involved, in light of experience. A 
key to future success. 
Ba sketba l l  and tenn is � 1 948, a n  educator: 
Yes, had it not been for athletic s it would h3. ve been impos­
s ible  for me to attend . 
Footba ll, 1948, an  educa tor : 
Yes, at  lea st in leiu of P.E . 
Tennis,  1948, Yf·/CA: 
Yes, trips a nd meeting others wa s a great educa tion .. 
Ba sketba l l .  1949, an educa tor: 
No, I consider a thletics a s  an enjoya ble activity not an  
aca demic course. 
Basketba ll, footba l l , and tra ck and fie ld . 1949, an educa tor: 
Yes, for the time I spent in athletic training, a nd the experi­
ence in relating to others, it wa s worthy of credit. 
Footba ll, tra ck and field, 1950, an educator and businessma n: 
Yes, in learning to dea l with other people. 
Ba sketba l l, 1950, ministry : 
Yes, if  there was a course ca l led "Successful Living, " it 
would best be taught by phy. ed. department. 
Ba sketball and ba seba ll, 1 95 1 ,  denistry: 
Yes, more time was spent in athletics tha n a nything ; credit 
should be granted. 
Basketba ll, 195 1 ,  an educa tor: 
No, it wa s a worthy experience but it wa s a nd - is not an 
a ca demic activity. 
Track and field, 195 1 , ministry: 
No, it wa s an inva luable extra-curricul a r  experience, but not 
in the aca demic category. 
Baseba l l  and footba ll, 195 1 ,  a lawyer: 
No, it wa s a very worthwhile experience, but not one which 
a cademic credit should be given for. 
Basketba ll and tra ck and field, 1952, an educa tor : 
No, I've a lways liked Dr. Johnson's definition of sport -
" tumultuous fun. " It has little to do with educa tion in the strict 
sense. 
Footba ll, 1 953, a n  educator and engineer: 
Yes, athletics is a pa rt of education that contributes to the 
well adjusted individua l. 
Footba ll, 1953 ,  ministry: 
Yes, I feel I l 9arned sportsrrsnship, tearrmork, etc. 
Ba sketball  and footba ll, 1956, an educator : 
Yes, nany hours of learning devoted to seven varsity letters. 
Footba l l  and tra ck and field, 1957, an optometrist : 
Yes, possibly in the area of f itness. 
Footba ll, 1957, an  educa tor: 
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Yes, ba sed on today ' s  standards a l l  should have been for credit. 
Footba ll and tra ck and field �  1957, in business : 
Yes, i t  helps build sel f  confidence and na ke one more competent. 
Footba l l  and track and field, 1957, Y�'CA director : 
No, I felt a thletics were extra - sort of a plus to getting an 
educa tion. 
Track ·and · field, 1957, an educator: 
Yes , one had to naintain a prescribed daily average to stay 
eligible  and I wanted to play so tried to keep grades up. 
Basketbal l ,  basebal l, football, and golf, 1957, ministry: 
No, very valuable to my maturing and educational growth. 
Basebal l  and football , 19572 an educator: 
Yes , 1 credit for phy. ed. as participation in a team sport. 
( 1 year on 1 y. ) 
Basketbal l ,  football, and golf, 19572 an engineer: 
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Yes , team sports are beneficial in developing a cooperative 
attitude with your fellow man to achieve community and personal goals. 
Baseball, 1958, an educator : 
Yes , 6ne puts in j ust as nruch time and e ffort participating in 
athletics as some academic classes. 
Football, 1958,  lawyer: 
No, I believe sports participa tion is important to both per­
sonal growth and physical well being. 
Ba seball  and football ,  1959, in business: 
Yes, the self-discipline necessary for sports is an important 
part of learning. 
Baseball ,  1961,  an educator: 
Yes, nruch effort put into na king Augie athletics successful. 
Baseball and football, 1961,  an educator: 
Yes , I feel that I worked as hard in football as any other area 
of academic credit. 
Football, 1961,  in business: 
Yes, as a phy. ed. credit. 
Football, 1961 2 an educator: 
Yes , I learned as much on the athletic field as I did in the 
classroom. 
Ba seball ,  1962 . in business :  
No ,  it was a special interest which was helpful t o  the fulfill­
ment of my academic studies. It aided the academics but shouldn't be 
given academic credit. 
Football, 1962 . data processing: 
No, financ ial assistance is credit enough. 
Basketbal l  and ba sebal l ,  1962, an educator and farmer: 
No, I didn ' t  feel credit was deserved . I thought it was an 
honor to play, and was more fun than work . 
Footbal l  and track and field, 1963 , an educ�tor and computer 
systems specialist and rra nager: 
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Yes, the goals and objectives of the sports activities require 
training and much effort to succeed as does any worthwhile j ob .  
Ba sketbal l, football, and golf, 1963, military career: 
No, it could apply to phys . ed . rr0j ors but would not be avail­
able to everyone who wanted to coach . 
Basebal l and footbal l, 1964, an educator: 
Yes, it is an experience that cannot be duplicated anywhere . 
This includes any level . 
Basebal l, football, and wrestling; 1964, an educator: 
Yes, ·possible one hour activity credit and one hour advanced 
theory credit if in education . 
Basketba l l , 1965, in business and a lawyer: 
Yes, athletics teach self-discipline and responsibility . 
Football  and track and field, 1966, in business: 
Yes, intercollegiate athletes did not have to attend phys . ed . 
c lasses . Received credit that way . 
Footbal l  and wrestling, · 1966, an educator, former/rancher: 
Yes, good human relations experience . 
Basebal l and football ..  1966, commercial pilot: 
No, such a program could and should be but at Augustana under 
our coach it was severely- lacking . 
Golf, 1966, in business: 
No, didn ' t  really learn any more than I already knew . 
Cross country and track and field, 1966, an educator: 
Yes , attendance being a part of the grading . 
Basebal l ..  1966, educator and military career: 
No, physical education programs should be emphasized and 
improved; athletics should be phased out . 
Golf and wrestlinq , 1966, an educator: 
Yes, athletic competition builds character, a strong body, and 
a rounded person . 
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Footbal l  a nd track a nd fie ld, 1 966, an  educator: 
Yes , the amount of time , practice, a nd study put in  was equal 
to or more than a norma l course. 
Footba l l ,  1967, educator and ministry: 
Yes, as  much or more learning than takes place in musical 
organizations for which students do rece ive credit. 
Footba l l , 1967, a n  educator: 
Yes, the benef its derived from athletics were more beneficial 
in my pres ent teaching position than many of the courses. 
Footbal l ,  1967 , insurance: 
Yes, it wa s a serious business a nd a job requiring more time 
and effort than a ny course of study. 
Golf, 1967, business: 
No, my participa tion was volunta ry- sponsorship by Augie for 
me to pa rticipate is adequate compensation . 
Basketba 11 , 1967, dentistry: 
No, but I be lieve tha t someone going into Phy . Ed. or coaching 
ought to r ece ive credit - it is a good education for their pursuits. 
Ba s ebal l  and footbal l ,  1967, farmer and truckdriver: 
No, athl etics is a privilege and aids in campus a tmosphere. 
Basebal l a nd footba ll, 1968, an educa tor: 
Yes, na ny things · that I experienced and learned through athletics 
have a large influence on my life ; cannot recall anything from some of 
the "a cademic" classes I took . 
Footba l l  a nd wrest ling, 1968, socia l services: 
No, I played touch footba l l  on weekends, too. Good experience, 
but not academic mater ia 1 • 
Football, 1968, in business: 
No, it was a great dea l of hard work but it was a lso a privilege. 
Footbal l  a nd track and fie ld, 1968, educator: 
No, you can't call  getting your hea d beat in a n  a ca demic exper­
ience, but in a sense we d id get credit because we weren't required 
to ta ke P.E. 
Ba seba l l  and footba l l . 1968 . a n  educator: 
Yes, the amount of tin e and effort tha t is exposed is worth 
credits of some na ture. 
Basketba ll, 1 968, federa l oovernment audit investigation: 
No, it  is a job for pay. 
Basebal l  and football , 1969, YI.CA professional:  
Yes, a lot of time and energy was put forth so I believe 
athletics should be worth a credit or two. 
Basebal l ,  1969, an educator : 
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No, I still believe athletics is a great privilege - not a 
student right that should be seen as the same as the academic program. 
Tennis, 1969, an educator : 
No, I also don ' t feel anyone should get credit for this - I 
don't feel athletic scholarships should be so prevelent. Too much 
money is spent on sports and not enough on academics. 
Football, 1970, wildl ife research: 
Yes, worth perhaps 1 or 2 credits a semester. The value lies 
in experiencing the behavior and psychology of competition as well as 
physical and mental discipline. 
Wrestling, 1970, in business: 
Yes, what other or better ways are there to teach young people 
how to compete? 
Football, 1971 , in business: 
No, it was more of an avocation which I received benefit enough 
through my scholar·ship. 
Wrestling, 1971 , ministry: 
No, the Phy .  Ed. course work would, of course, be an exception. 
I would prefer to see the other athletic involvements remain more 
" recreational" and for one' s personal growth development, giving credit 
would increase risk of taking the "fun" out of athletics and threaten 
lifelong participation. 
Tennis, 1 971, an educator, farmer/rancher: 
Yes, could have been substituted for P. E. credit. 
Baseba ll, 1 97 1, educator and business: 
No, athletics to me has always been an extracurricular activity 
and should be treated as such - no credit. 
Football and track and field, 1972 4 driving heavy equipment : 
No, not unless all extra curricular activities are included and 
ha ve some evaluation system developed based on more than just per­
formance. 
Baseball, 1 972, educator and business: 
Yes, I felt that keeping my body healthy and active created 
greater interest in my academic studies. 
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Basketball and golf, 1972, a student: 
Yes, we were required to attend practice and games ; band and 
choir get credit in some schools, we should al so receive a token credit. 
Basketba ll, 1972, bus iness: 
Yes, the concepts learned in athletics have had a gre ater 
positive influence on my life than any book ! 
Football, 1972, busines s: 
No , I was paid by scholarship, no credit needed. 
Football and track and field, 1972, a lawyer : 
No, aspects of life such as competition, setting personal goal s, 
initiative are greatest contributions but many of these items could be 
learned without athletics or even without c�llege. 
Football , 1972, medical career:  
Yes, perhaps the physical education core requirements could 
t� ve been waived. 
Baseba l l ,  1972, conservationist: 
No, it  was a valuable educational experience but intercollegiate 
athletics do not provide equal opportunity for all students, so should 
not mer it  academic credit . 
Footbal l ,  1973, banker: 
Yes , partial credit such as mandatory physical education classes. 
Baseball and football , 1973, an educator: 
No, making athletics worth academic credit would be discrimin­
atory and also defeat the purpose of college athletics. 
Footba l l ,  1973, ministry: 
Yes, as stated earlier I learned more about l ife and coaching 
and human nature in football at Augustana and relating associations 
than I could ever hope to in clas s. 
Swimming, 1973, an educator: 
Yes, can be better preparation for coach or P.E. teaching than 
any course work . 
Volleybal l  and f ie ld hockey� 1973 2 a secretary: 
No, working toward a particular major merits academic credit. 
Athletics serve as recreational, social, or physical development. 
Football, 1973, an educator : 
No, athletics in college are a job tha t is paid for by 
scholarship money. 
Yes, make� you aware of the worthiness of competition. 
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_Baseball and football, 1973, an educator: Yes , considering the hurran lab . athletics actually is - learning 
about one ' s self - what greater educational experience could a person 
receive . 
Ba sebal l ,  1 973, a student : 
Yes , as a preplacement for P . E .  requirements . 
Football ,  1973 , in business: 
No , a personal education , not academic .  
Footba l l , 1974, a student : 
No, I gained a great deal from athletics and put in a great deal 
of time - a fair trade off. No academic credit need be involved ! 
Football, 1974, an educator: 
Yes , you' 11 learn more about coaching a sport by participating 
in that sport than by classroom . 
No, not all that you learn do you want to practice in your 
personal or professional life . 
Baseball and footbal l ,  1974, in business: 
No, athletics was a worthwhile and enjoyable means to a college 
·degree , and should be regarded as that and not pa rt of the academic 
credentials themselves . 
Wrestling, 1974, an educator and farmer/rancher : 
No, you get enough glory without the credits . 
Football , 1974, a banker: 
Yes, put in a lot of hours and learned an awful lot about 
discipline, and hunan relations as well as athletics . 
Basketbal l  and vol levball, 1974, medical career : 
No , I participated for enjoyment, and competition (skills) 
rather than personal academic credit . 
Swimming, 1974, medical career: 
No , athletics are excellent character builders, but are not, 
I believe, an end in themselves . 
Footba ll and golf .  1 974, in business : 
Yes, I learned more in sports about living in today's world 
than the value I got from some classes . 
Softball and vol leyba ll , 1 974, n·edical career : 
Yes , taught me how to get along with others - sportsmanship . 
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Tennis, 1975, a student :  
No , it was for enjoyment only for me. 
Basketba l l  and tennis, 1975, an educa tor : 
Yes, time a nd dedication involved . 
Baseba l l  and footba l l , 1975, an educator : 
No , it wa s an  education but I feel it ca nnot ta ke the place of 
academic credits. 
Footba ll, 1975, an  educa tor: 
Yes, I learned much more about dea ling with people from my 
athletic experiences than  from any cla ss. 
Yes, more time was spent in participa tion of footba ll than in 
the classroom. 
Cross country and tra ck and field, 1975, educator and systems engineer: 
Yes, much more worthwhile than P.E. a ctivity classes. 
Golf, 1975, golf pro and sa les engineer: 
No , since the golf program was very unorganized it deserved 
no credit as  a learning experience. 
Baseba ll a nd footba l l ,  1975, an accountant: 
Yes , the amount of time alone was enough to warra nt credit of 
fortitude. 
Basketba ll , baseba l l ,  footba l l , and tennis, 1975, an educa tor: 
Yes , what I persona lly lea rned from athletics at Augustana was 
much more beneficia l  to my personal growth tha n any academic course. 
Cross country and tra ck and field, 1976, an  educator: 
Yes, it was a learning experience and the amount of time and 
effort devoted should be recognized by awa rding a course credit for a 
4 year career. This is done at the University level in the Big 10 
and Big s. 
Footba ll, 1976, an  educator : 
Yes, I would never give up my experiences in a thletics at  Augie 
or regret that I went to Augie - that's been proven ( I  believe) by my 
younger brother attending Augie on athletic schola rship. 
Baseba ll , 1976, lab technician :  
Yes, I spent 15-20 hours a week pra cticing during sea son and 
5-10 a week in off season - all that time even though enjoyable should 
be worth some credit. 
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Cross country, 1976, farmer/rancher : 
No, athletics deserve no academic credit if by credit you mean 
credit towards graduation. A big part of college is the discipline 
involved (hopefully). If nothing else is achieved at least discipline 
ought to be. I believe one of the biggest challenges is to do well 
academically, and to participate athletically. Unless one intends to 
turn pro in the sports world after college , athletics does not rate 
academic credit , as athletics is not what a person ought to attend 
college for. 
Wrestling, 1976, farmer/rancher : 
No, I learned far more in wrest! ing than any class, but not of 
an academic nature. 
Softbal l ,  1976, an educator: 
Yes, I fel t  I learned a great dea 1 from and through my coaches. 
Tennis, 1977, medical career: 
Yes, not full  credit, but at least ¼ credit and part of a phy. 
ed. credit. 
Football, 1977, in business: 
Yes, football was a large part of n� time just as much as all 
my classes - it is an interest athletes have just as music maj ors en­
joy music , each is an expression of some talent and should be regarded 
as such in the academic realm just as band is and other such extra 
curricular are . 
Wrestling, 1977, medical career : 
Yes, I feel it helped my personal growth and development as a 
person and that is an important part of college. Because of this I 
feel it is worthy of academic credit. The amount of time I spent on 
it also nakes it worthy of some academic credit. 
Cross country, 1977, public relations : 
Yes, I had many worthwhile experiences and met scores of people. 
Indirectly, it led to my present career. 
Track and field, 1977, an educator : 
No, athletics was not meant to be set up in that nanner. 
Basketball, softbal l - and track and field, 1977 , Y CA : 
Yes, they helped me grow and na ture as an  individual and a 
human being in way that my course work could not have possibly done. 
Cross countrv, 1977, a student: 
No, was not a rea l educational experience. It was an activity 
I chose to do and was paid to do. 
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Basebal l ,  1 977, in business: 
Yes , the t ime involved is worth a credit alone. 
Wrestl ing, 1977, a student : 
Yes, I learned more through competition than any of those nany 
non-practical c lasses I took. 
Gymnastics, 1 977, an educator: 
Yes, a great deal of effort and physical and mental involvement 
is exerted. 
Basebal l ,  1 978, a student: 
Yes, I feel ¾ credit should be given toward athletics partici­
pation and graded on a pass/fail system. 
Non-graduat�s of Augustana College 
Footbal l and trac k and field, (28-30) in business: 
No , in the earlier years there was no college spirit. Two of 
my teachers looked down on athletes as dummies. 
Cross country, track and field, (29-32) horticultural services: 
Yes , more practical learning experiences can be gained on and 
off field than in classroom. 
Football ,  (36-37) in business: 
No, sports are for the love of game even though it is your 
major. 
Football, (50's) a banker: 
Yes, competition is the most important element in getting ahead 
in life . 
Ba sketba ll a nd football, (50's) an educator: 
Yes , only to the point of your major. 
Basketball and golf,  (58-60) a lawyer: 
Yes, I learned more about life in general than in any other 
course, it took alot of time, and in n� opinion it is worthy of some 
kind of academic credit . 
Basketbal l  and baseball, (62-65) an educator: 
Yes, much time spent on the prac tice court should  be awarded. 
Tennis, (64-66) a farmer/rancher : 
No, I feel high school athletics provides the limit of edu­
cational experience. 
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Footbal l and golf ,  (68-7 1 ) an educator : 
Yes, a lot of time and effort was made  to help the program, I 
fee l  this was important and deserved credit . 
Wrestling, (70-72) optometry: 
Yes, the physical, psychological, and social experiences and 
education at l east equal that of any singl e  classroom . 
Wrestling, (71-72) a farmer/rancher: 
Yes, it helped me to meet friends and to do some traveling . 
Ba sketbal l and softbal l ,  (72-73) an educator: 
Yes, practice for sports took more time than studying and you 
earned and benefited from them as much or more . 
Track and field, (?O ' s) in business: 
Yes, possibly some type of credit for the well-rounding effect 
it has on an individual . More total person influence . 
Track and fie ld, (?O's) a student: 
No, it was an educational experience, but does not need to be 
accounted for as academic credit . 
Ba sketba l l , (?O ' s) in business: 
Yes, because it was so much fun to our team working together 
and spending much time on workouts, we should have received some 
credit . 
Vol leyball, (75-77) a student: 
Yes, I fee l  Augie is way behind the times in not giving credit 
for intercollegiate sports . Most private schools do . 
APPENDIX F 
RESPONSES OF LETTERWINNERS TOWARD THEIR ATHLETIC 
EXPERIENCES AT AUGUSTANA COLLEGE 
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The following comments are in response to item 26 in the 
questionnaire (Briefly describe your feel ings regarding your inter­
collegiate varsity athletic as well  as any other signif icant experi­
ences at Augustana College. Was it a worthwhile experience for you? 
Has i t  contributed in any way, favorably or unfavorably, to either 
your personal or professional life since leavi ng the campus? ) 
Four-hundred and seventy-four ( 87. 5 percent) letterwinners 
wrote conITT1ents to this question. The following responses represent 
40 percent of the letterwinners comments. 
Football , 1 926, ministry: 
Participation in sports at Augustana has been a valuable asset 
to me s ince leaving col lege. Since I played football at Augie, TV 
football games watching is real recrea tionaf for me in retirement. 
While in the teaching profession, what I learned at Augustana with 
s ports was of great value. 
Basketball ,  football, and track and field, 1 927, an engineer: 
Personall y  I consider my intercollegi ate varsity athletic  ex­
periences at Augustana College very (extremely) important to me in  my 
future dealings with people from civil ian and military services, alike. 
I think my coaches had a great deal to do in molding my attitudes and 
- my behavior (my character ) which enhanced my assoc iation with people. 
Basketball ,  baseba ll , and football , 1927, in business : 
Sports in the ' 20 ' s  in small colleges were very low powered, 
scholarship and grant in aids were only for the big schools. We more 
or less played for the sport of playing. Yes, it  was a very worth­
while experience. Many of us got a chance to play with limited 
ability. 
Footba 11, 1928, an educa to-r and farmer/rancher; 
I enjoyed my years at Augustana - but as time goes on a person 
has fewer contacts it seems. Few students from early graduation return 
to the col lege. 
Football, 1929 , in business: 
Participating in football was a worthwhile experience. No 
question but it  helped prepare me for the problems that confront you 
during the time you raised your family as well as the problems in 
business. 
Football ,  1 930, in business: 
To me it was a challenge and the proficiency with which I per­
formed was adequatel y  satisfying even though I always felt that there 
was room for improvement and better performance and consequently the 
challenge and motivation for greater performance always remained and I 
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believe some of this attitude carried over into later periods of my 
1ife. It is difficult to say that my athletic experience completely 
shaped any particular facet of my life since so many other activities, 
exposure and experiences enter into the creating of any particular 
attitude. I do believe, however, that it did contribute greatly to my 
attitude of cooperativeness and probably somewhat colored my attitude 
of never being completely satisfied with an effort no nratter how good 
the result. I believe it did teach me not to depreciate the sincere 
efforts of others even though their performance might be less ade­
quate. Last but not least, it made some good and lasting friendships 
and acquaintances, both directly and indirectly to my participation. 
Basketball, 1930, an educator : 
My basketball and track experience at Augie was very worth­
while in my coaching and teaching and it has contributed a great deal 
in n� 40 years of teaching. (Now retired. ) 
Football and track and f ield, 1932, an educator : 
Well, when one finds his wife in his Alma Ma ter as well as many 
unique experiences as well as completing one's teaching and coaching 
career there it had to be worthwhile . 
Football and track and field, 1932, in business : 
It  helped me prepare for losing as well as winning in life. 
Basketball, football, and track and field, 1933, in business:  
My experience was very worthwhile ! !  Life is very competitive 
and I ' ve learned how to handle success with humility and defeat with 
the _ability to " bounce back. " 
Footba ll, 1933, an educator: 
In important job interviews I have never been asked about 
athletic experience. Athletics was over emphasized then as it is now. 
I consider the time on practice field wasted. 
Basketball, football, and track and field, 1933, an educator : 
The four years at Augie were very worthwhile and the impact has 
been felt in rrany ways, personally and professionally. I believe I 
came away from Augie a better person than I was when I entered. Those 
of us who lived and got our education during the 30's got something 
which no other period has provided since. Excellence in the academic 
is fine , and Augie is well-known for that. But it must also be recog­
nized that athletics adds another dimension which establishes unity 
and morale in the student body. I was lucky--I had a chance to live 
among champions and to play on championship teams and the same has been 
true in every community in which I have worked and lived. I feel sorry 
for the school which never knows the impact of being a champion- -in 
some phase of school life. Right now I feel that the #1 priority for 
Augie's future is an up-to-date physical education facility. 
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Footbal l ,  1934, in business: 
I believe the athletic experiences I had at Augustana taught me 
many things- -sportsn@ nship, honesty, friendliness, fair play and 
probably most important, how to work hard to achieve a goal. I had 
and still have a great respect for n� coaches who were not only inter­
ested in winning games, but also in training men to cope with life. 
All this has had an impact on my career and life in general. Another 
important factor, was the many lasting friendships made while at 
Augustana. 
Track and field, 1934, an educator: 
It was a worthy experience for a country boy who by partici­
pating was able to get away more than 50 miles from Sioux Falls and 
see the country. Drake Relays, Kansas Relays, etc. and the relation­
ships developed between other athletes. 
Track and field ,  1935, the ministry: 
Further love for sports. I have partic ipated in sports all 
my life- -played basketball until ' 42--play handball 3 or 4 times a 
week-- in summer golf 4 or 5 times a week. I feel participation in 
sports has maintained good health, enabling me to better do my work. 
I have been retired 3 years--was 68 Dec. 10th. I believe continuing 
participation in some form of sports is vital. 
Basketball, football, and track and field, 1935, an educator: 
If it had not been for Augie ' s  experience with athletics, en­
couragement by coaches, players, and many faculty, and the financial 
help tlrrough j obs, etc. --I would not have stuck it out. Those were 
depression years. 
Basketba ll and footbal l ,  1936, employee of Federal Gov't. : 
Athletics provided the means for me to attend college and secure 
the " education" I have. The lessons I learned in competition have 
stood me well during r.iy working years. Now that I'm retired ( 1969) 
these same lessons are serving me well in my declining years. 
Basketbal l ,  baseball, and football �  1936 . an educator: 
My participation in athletics at Augustana was only enj oyable. 
We had some excel l ent trips which was enhanced by the great corrtradeship 
of the other athletes. �� years at Augustana were great, except for 
the struggle financially. 
Track and field � 1937, in business: 
It was a worthwhile experience. College and athletics n�de me 
more aware of the physical and also cultural side of life. 
Basketball, football, and track and field, 1938 . an educator: 
Very worthwhile- - I  was able to coach and teach--later became a 
counselor . It helped me in person to person friendships with fellow 
athletes. 
Basketball ,  basebal l ,  and footbal l ,  1938, Federal Aviation Admini­
stration: 
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It was a rewarding and worthwhil e  experienc e to have played 
varsity athletics for Augustana Coll ege. I will always cherish the 
n�ny memories of the undefeated football teams and many contacts and 
classes with many great teachers. My experienc e at Augustana has con­
tributed favorabl y  to my personal and professional life  as I am now a 
member of Christ Lutheran Church and occupy an enjoyab l e  occupation 
with FAA. 
Basketbal l ,  basebal l ,  footbal l ,  and track and field,  1938, in business: 
Feel  it rrade a man out of me. 
Track and field,  1939, an educator: 
It left me with a host of good friends, with many pl easant 
memories , and a lasting interest in all sports yet today. 
Basketbal l  and footbal l, 1940, an optometrist: 
I felt discriminated against in basketball. Favoritism was 
evident. Footbal l was OK. I l earned there are people i n  life that 
are not fair and learned how to cope with the situation. 
Basketbal l ,  basebal l ,  and footbal l ,  1940, in business: 
I fee l  it was definitely a worthwhile experienc e .  An experienc e 
. that very much contributed to my selection of a profession as wel l  as 
some degree of succ ess in a profession .  When you get a combination of 
coaches that teach high moral standards and coaches that make you com­
pete by these standards, only good can come from it. 
Basketbal l ,  football , and track and fie ld ,  1941, an educator : 
Participation and competitive desire has definitely influenc ed 
n� life in terms of not fearing challenges. 
Footbal l ,  1941, an engineer: 
I have warm and positive memories of my intercol legiate athletic 
experienc e at Augustana . In footbal l, at l east, there developed among 
the players an intense corr�adeship probably unparalleled exc ept on a 
battl efield . I am sure that the total football experienc e ,  i . e . , the 
hard knoc ks, learning how to cope with both vic tory and d efeat ,  the 
comradeship, the discipline, and the will to continue when exhausted 
have helped me in both my personal and professional life. 
Footba l l ,  1942, in business: 
The academic and athletic experienc es were intinately entwined 
as a whol e experience which has contributed so much to my personal and 
professional life . 
Track and field,  1943, medical career: 
I was " luc ky" to get a letter in track and wou l d  have to clas­
sify myself as a fair athlete in any of the najor sports, which were 
current at Augie at that time. I guess I was more of an intellec­
tual? 
Football and track and field, 1943, a farmer/rancher: 
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My years at Augie and athletic experiences were and are very 
beneficial to me in holding and being elected to the different offices 
that I have held in the past and the present. 
Baseball  and football, 1945, airport manager: 
I still  am bitter over being forced out of a dorm and student 
dining hall after senior football season ended because I owed $400 
(1939) . However, my varsity experiences were one of the great portions 
of my life. Varsity sports really never helped my post college life 
in any way. I appreciated being honored as a " Hall of Farner" and 
that has been a great experience. 
Basketball ,  footbal l ,  and track and field,  1946, in business: 
I feel my athletic participation at Augie made me aware of 
physical fitness, and also made a life time number of friends. 
Basketball and football, 1947, in business: 
Athletics - college as well as high school prepared me more 
positively to face the competition of the Business World. Also taught 
me the importance of care for our physical being. 
Basketba ll and footbal l ,  1948, in business: 
I have good health, have a positive attitude toward the future, 
enjoy life, will continue to be active, productive, and will continue 
to set goals, etc. I write verse, I ' m  a carver, paint, garden • • • •  I 
enjoy life more • • •  yes it was a worthwhile experience . 
Footbal l ,  1948, an educator: 
Campus experience - highly impressed by the staff and adm in­
istration as well as student body - really special groups - all of 
them. Athletic experience as a 2nd and 3rd stringer, I got issued 
lousy equipment; paper-thin shoulder pads, no webbing in the helmet, 
ill fitting shoes. Despite it all I had a good time. 
Track and field,  1948, ministry: 
I lettered at Augie around 1945 or ' 46 when intercollegiate 
activity was at a minimum because of the War. In fact I never actu­
ally received the letter as such . But it was a worthwhile and en­
joyable experience . But I don ' t see that it  contributed in any way 
to my person or professional life. 
Basketbal l  and footba ll - 1949, an educator: 
I met some of the finest people in the world and still ha ve 
some of them as my friends, --35 years later. 
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Basketball, football, and tennis, 1949, in  business : 
The college has had and still does have a very positive influ­
ence on me. I wouldn't trade it. 
Football, 1949, an engineer: 
My entire college education and professional life would not 
have happened if it were not for athletics. 
Ba sketball and footba ll, 1949, an educator: 
The experience of intercollegiate athletics provided the stres­
ses and strains both mentally and physically that created the most 
worthwhile activity encountered at this educational institution. It 
was the best experience of an artificial environment . in preparing for 
adulthood. 
Gynmastics, 1950, physical therapy: 
Athletics and the general academic and religious atmosphere at 
Augie provided many worthwhile experiences and helped to stimulate my 
professional career as a service to others. 
Football ,  1950, Association Manager: 
When it was fun, it was great, when it no longer was fun • • • I 
believe in athletics--but not as a profession in college. 
Tennis, 1950, in business: 
It was great to travel with the group to learn to live with 
others and to meet new people - very satisfying to learn to win and 
lose as ha ppens in life. 
Football, 1950, an educator: 
Even though I was a walk-on in football - out for the sport my 
frosh, j unior and senior year, lettered n� junior and senior years. 
I feel I was . under coached and d1d no where near reach my potentia L 
Maybe this was due to the fact that the coaching staff was undermanned. 
Never-the-less little or nothing was done in the way of setting goals 
for the individual or giving individual coaching to improve skills - in 
fact , nothing was done. All we did was run plays. 
Baseball, 1951, an educator: 
Good experience for everyone if program does not become too 
big or all important for the campus. 
Basketball and baseball, 1951, dentistry: 
I would say it was a frustrating experience mainly things or I 
should say the team j ust didn ' t  jell into what it c ould have been. 
However, this probably n�de other things in life easier to face and 
do, so I would say that this helped me. 
Track and field � 1951, an educator: 
Athletics was valuable in building personal confidence, an 
opportunity to associate with a select group of students, a concern 
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for life-long physical fitness, and provided an interest in spectator 
sports. 
Footbal l-, 1951 , in bus iness: 
The experience was certainly worthwhile but not significant 
when considered in light of the total col legiate experience. Had I 
not participated in footbal l  I ' m  sure I would have been exposed to 
equal ly  rewarding and character building experiences in other on and off 
campus activities. 
Basketbal l  and track and field, 1952, an educator: 
To describe the " significant experiences" would require a book. 
Let me just say, I was fortunate to be there during some very good 
years, with some fine teamma tes, and in the midst of a great many good 
faculty and students. 
Footbal l ,  1952, a journalist : 
It  was a worthwhile experience, contributing to self-confidence, 
understanding of other people. CarrBraderie was an experience in it­
self. Possibly contributed to some qualities such as perserverance in 
the face of adversity. Understanding of sports increased enjoyment of 
spectator sports, encouraged attention to physical fitnes s. Did not 
press my sons into sports because my experience helped me recognize 
athletic ability and interest can ' t be forced onto children. Have 
_ seen fathers who were not athletes fail to recognize this. 
Footbal l ,  1953 , an engineer: 
I enjoyed my years at Augustana. Naturally it was worthwhile 
and has contributed favorably to my personal and professional life. 
Also the more you put into something the more you get out of it. 
Augustana is a fine school. All I can say if I expected more from the 
school I would have had to have given more of myself to achieve this 
end.  
Basketbal l ,  1953, an educator: 
I think it was a worthwhile experience. It was rather time 
consuming and I dropped basketball as a senior in part because it in­
terferred with course work. I liked to play but I don ' t  feel it has 
made a greater positive influence on cha racter than any one of a number 
of other activities. It has neither a favorable nor an unfavorable 
influence on my professional career. 
Ba sketbal l ,  1953, an educator: 
The athletic program is part of the total col lege offerings and 
a n  integral and significant part. Personally, my participation con­
tributed favorably to my personal and professional life. Being part 
of an organization (team in this case) plays an important role in 
learning to get along with people, to be sensitive to their needs, to 
learn to respect them as individuals even though you may not agree 
with their life style, etc. Quality of  life is greatly enhanced by 
participation in athletics. 
Basketball and football, 1954, in business: 
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My participation in athletics at Augustana was one of the most 
gratifying experiences of my life--the "work your tail off" attitude 
that was promoted by coaches ha s been one of the most significant 
factors. 
Track and field, 1954, an educator - College Admissions and Development: 
Intercollegiate athletics was a most satisfying experience for 
it gave me an opportunity to develop myself physically and competitive-
1 Y •  It also gave me much tenacity and will to tackle potentia 11 y dif­
ficult tasks in life. I'm grateful to Augustana for giving me so many 
unique opportunities as a student and grateful to God that my Christian 
faith was strengthened through associations with classmates, team­
mates, and a very dedicated faculty/staff. I suppose each of us could 
reflect upon negative things which happened while at Augie , but I'd 
rather think about the great things which happened in me and through me. 
Basketba ll and football, 1 954, in business : 
I have not failed in any goal or achievement that I have reached 
for in accomplishment since college graduation . Athletics has been a 
foundation and building structure that is necessary for the intra­
personal, competitive business and social activity that we participate 
every day in our life. 
Basketbal l, baseba ll, football, and track and field, 1954, in business: 
Small town boy - - received recognition and made me aware that 
doing well had its benefits . Honesty and integrity are still my two 
strongest qualities. Sometimes too much so but it reaps the rewards 
later - too nany in business for inmediate gain and to heck with the 
world. 
Football and track and field, 1 955, ministry: 
Participation was enjoyable but not basic to the worth of the 
total experience. I believe intramural should be pushed and inter­
collegiate should be cut back and/or out. 
Basketball, 1 955, federal oovernment professional employee : 
Very worthwhile. Contributed favorably. Before and after 
have been associated with nothing but winning teams. Experience of 
being on a perpetual loser opened new horizons of understanding of 
personal relationships, tolerance , and social insights . Helped to 
identify the really meaningful values of competition over and above 
winning. 
Basketball and baseball . 1955 , an educator : 
Athletics add . a dimension to life that cannot be realized in any 
other way ! 
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Tr·a ck and fie 1 d , 1 955 , ministry: 
I have positive feelings about my athletic experiences (track) 
at Augustana. I remember them with good memories from time to time . 
I feel they contributed in some small degree to my growth. 
Football, 1 956, insurance office management: 
Yes - believe athletics help develop an individual to accept 
w inning and losing - something you face everyday in life. Helped 
teach me to stick to something and work hard for what I really want. 
Track and field , 1956, an educator: 
Felt it was a worthwhile experience although it has not had a 
great deal of bearing on my life since leaving school. 
Basketball and football, 1956, an educator: 
Varsity athletics helped in my coaching. Had many experiences 
during the four years at Augie, great faculty, and high academic 
standards . Very worthwhile and favorable in leadership and building 
of character. 
Basketball and baseball, 1956, ministry: 
Yes , it was worttmhile, but less significant than I thought at 
the time. Just fun ! 
Basketba ll, football, and golf, 1 957, an engineer: 
It helped me to develop leadership qualities . Athletics have 
always been the central core of interest in my life . I couldn ' t  have 
attended Augustana without the athletic scholarship , financial sup­
port , and would not have attended college if athletics were not a part 
of the college experience. I am very thankful for the fuller life 
I'm leading now due to the education and potential provided through 
athletics . In addition, most of my lasting friendships have been 
established by former teammates. Finally, I have many good strokes and 
h igher self image thro11gh participation in athletics. I believe that 
a coaching career may have been more fulfilling because of my love for 
sports . 
Football and track and field, 1957, YtlCA director: 
Athletics have always been important - being a team member 
in sports has helped me become a team member in other areas. 
Baseball and football, 1957, an educator: 
I have chosen to coach football as my profession, and I defin­
itely feel that the teachers and coaches that I had at Augustana 
provided me with many more worthwhile experiences than I could have 
obtained at. any other college. 
Football, basketball, baseball .. and golf, 1957 .. ministry: 
I am very impressed with the quality and values of our coaching 
staff. It ' s  a very vital part of using gifts and talents which some 
people possess. I ' m  excited about the participation of competitive 
women athletic programs. 
Track and field, 1957, an educator: 
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As mentioned in #22 above , the influence of my 2 track coaches 
was a great example to me. They taught you how to treat athletes you 
work with, not by anything they said but by their own actions . They 
told you why you did certain drills and exercises which was in portant 
at the time and also important as you recall it in your coaching ex ­
periences. They were concerned about us as individuals, something I 
attempt to show my athletes. 
Football ,  1957, educator and social worker : 
It was worthwhile at the time and for several years after gradu­
ation. As time passes , say into one's mid-20's other experiences 
begin to become more influential and importa.nt in one's life. 
Basketball, baseball, football, and track and field, 1958, a sa lesman: 
It was definitely a worthvhile experience, it has also helped 
me in my coaching career and my salesmanship now. In my opinion 
Augustana College is the most outstanding college in the country. 
Basketball and track and field, 1958 , an optometrist: 
Participation in college athletics is first of all fun ! ! When 
. it ceases to be an enj oyable experience then it should be evaluated 
for reasons it is not. When you have performed well in athletics you 
have a feeling of pride and accomplishment. When your performance was 
less than good , you must not dwell on the lack of accomplishement but 
look to a better day ahead. I feel that this I learned while playing 
athleti cs in general while in high school and college . It has been 
helpful in maintaining a positive outlook on life , in my profession 
and with people with whom I deal. 
Football, 1958, a lawyer: 
I have been active in sports all my life, participation at 
Augustana was an extension of that interest. Participation in sports 
has had a favorable influence in both my personal and professional life . 
Baseball, 1958, an educator: 
It was worthwhile. I only partic ipated in baseba 11 (no scholar­
ships at that time) .  Personal! y, I would prefer that athl etics , at 
the college level, would be de-emphasized so no scholarships were given 
out . Perhaps this will never happen but intra-school athletics , not 
just for the gifted , could then take up more of the energy of the 
college. 
Baseball and footbal l ,  1959, an educator: 
I would not attend Augustana again - get instructors qualified 
in the naj or area (P . E.)  that have some knowledge about all levels of 
teaching K- 12 .  
Basketbal l ,  1959, an educator: 
Not prepared to play for a championship team then for a team 
that struggled to win four to eight games a year. What I learned I 
hope I have passed on to give some enj oyment and knowledge to boys 
who begin to play basketball in junior high. 
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Baseball and football ,  1959, in business : 
Athletics was an important part of my life . It has contributed 
very favorably in my life. If you are going to achieve a goal in 
sports or life, you must train, study, and learn to compete. The basic 
elements to achieve in life are taught through sports . 
Football, 1959, ministry: 
As a pastor it gives me great depth in an area where many pastors 
only can covet. My regret is that I played for an education • • • not 
for fun (it was a business I was a raw material to make a product -
N . c.c. Championship) . Now when I do ·exercise it is not fun but work, 
the beauty which might have been has eluded me . 
Football, 1960, a banker: 
I feel that a lot of my work today draws on my experiences in 
athletics and Augustana. M3ny parallels can be seen between life  and 
athletics. 
Football, 1960, an educator: 
I would have to say without a doubt that my playing 4 years of 
football at Augustana have had to have more to do with any success that 
I have enjoyed in life than any other part ·of my college experience. 
When I say 4 years of footba ll, I also refer to the influences my 
coache� had on my life as well as friendships started with teammates 
and opponents. 
Football ,  1961, computer programmer: 
It was worthwhile, especially being on a Conference Champion­
ship Team. Getting to know so many outstanding persons in team members 
and other students. Only negative a spect is lingering effect of knee 
injury, etc. 
Baseball and football, 1961, an educator: 
Attending Augustana College was without a doubt the biggest 
influence on my life. It ' s  where my career began and I will always 
have fond memories of Augustana. The coaches and teachers as well as 
the many students, that I played ball with and also attended class with. 
Footbal l ,  1961, in business : 
It was probably worthwhile a t  the time. I'm not certain that I 
am aware of a great deal of carry over to my personal or professional 
l ife . 
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Baseball ,  1 961 , an educator : 
It was very worthwhile and it made me a better person because I 
feel I now give people a c ha nce to show their abilities. I do not feel 
this was always the case at Augustana. 
Footbal l ,  1 962, medical career: 
Good ego booster--paid for my c ollege when I otherwise c ouldn ' t  
have gone. 
Footbal l ,  1 962, data proces sing: 
It was worthwhile in the sense it helped pay for my education. 
As mentioned above, it hurt me in my personal growth relative to my 
c oach's successful destruction of my c onfidence. 
Basketbal l and baseball, 1962, in busines s :  
Receiving an athletic grant in aid enabled me to attend college. 
It might have been difficult to afford school had I not received 
financial aid. My degree has opened some doors for me. I'm thankful 
for the as sistance. 
Footbal l ,  1 963, a banker: 
I have fond memories of those years . The only bad memory I have 
is  of that when the final game was over I realized how much I would 
mis s  it. That is the reason I now officiate. It did hel p  me secure 
-my initial employment out of school ; however, the fact that one was 
able to participate I feel has made me a better individual. I could 
write a whole pa ge on why, how, and where it helped me . 
Basketbal l ,  baseball, a.nd football . 1963, an educator: 
It was a worthwhile experience in terms of the personal re­
lationships with teanm@tes and other athletes . However , it has had 
little if any influence on my profes sional life. 
Football, 1963, in business: 
I' rn happy about going to a small c ollege and having had the 
opportunity to compete . Mental and physical toughnes s ,  team work, 
leadership , are all characteristic s that have hel ped in later life . 
It definitely does help professionally to have been an athlete. 
Football and trac k and field 1 963 sterr s s ecial i st: 
Positive aspects of  my experiences: ·y ambitions at my 
work are as strong as they were to succeed in college . ( 2) At­
tention given to me in school provided me with a feeling of satis ­
faction and enj oyment which I practice where ever I go. ( 3) Travel 
to other cities to play sports exposed rre to rr�ny different environ­
ments and expanded my knowledge of the c ountry . ( 4) Clas s leader­
ship, and other organization leading roles allowed me experiences in 
public speaking. Negative aspects - injuries to my knees c ontinue to 
give me problems in leisure sports. 
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Ba sketbal l ,  1 964, a banker: 
Athletics at the high school and intercollegiate levels, because 
of  the tension and competitiveness, have helped me cope with the ten­
s ion and stress of my work. Better able , I believe to handle pressure 
due in part to numerous pressure situations in athletic experiences._ 
Baseball and football, 1964, an educator: 
Expertences both favorable and unfavorable have turned out to 
be worthwhile. Coaches could have been more helpful in pushing for 
j ob opportunities. u .  of Northern Iowa has an excellent reputation 
in thi s  regard. This nray be caused by Augustana not having nB ny coach­
ing alumni. The people at Augustana have excellent character and are 
good people. 
Baseball, football ,  and wrestl ing, 1 964 . an educator: 
My experiences at Augie were very reviarding al though some im­
provement in coaching preparation can be made and probably already 
has been n0 de since I attended. Mostly in theory courses and coaching 
philosophy. 
Football , 1 965 � a pilot: 
I have found that partic ipating in athletics at Augustana was 
a real asset when applying for a job. Firms like the competitive 
experience that an athlete has. One learns to win and lose in addition 
. to always giving 1 00%. It has opened neny doors for me as I have met 
a nd associated with people. I will always have fond memories and be 
tha nkful for the opportunity to play football at Augie. 
Football and track and field , 1966, in business: 
Athletic experience at Augie primarily negative in high revenue 
sports of football and basketball where emphasis put on " local" 
people rather than those from "out state . "  Preference shown to local 
students because of back room politics and local athletic supporters. 
This  negative experience has taught me that fairness to all on an 
a thletic team gets results (positive) \ 1ithout resorting to favoritism 
or politics . This carries into my business life as well as in my 
personal l ife. 
Cross country, 1 966,  mil itary career: 
Believe that the intercollegiate competition has enabled me to 
get where I am today. Perseverence .. response to challenge and the 
desire to go out a winner. Believe any athletic endeavor is worth­
while. 
Baseball . 1 966 . an educator: 
Well, if you accept as a given a soc ial order that is economi­
cally, and soc ially c ompetitive but at the same time a spectator­
oriented society physically, the athletic experience was worthwhi le. 
The first is not a given ; indeed the latter is a determinant of the 
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first. Thus, an individual who seeks t_o change his or her personal 
life sty�e and ma_ke a contribution to building a society based upon 
cooperation and egalitarian principles is faced with overcoming the 
athletic experience (and its effects. ) In that sense, the experience 
has been negative for me . 
Baseball and football, 1966,  a pi lot: 
I feel the atmosphere of the small church school had a very 
favorable influence on my ability to deal with the rrmny social and 
career pressures I've faced. Athletically I don't feel that , aside 
from making rrany lasting friends , I picked up any skills which have 
had a lasting affect on me. 
Wrestling, 1966, in business: 
I feel that participation in athletics was very valuable as 
well as the chance to observe athletics at a ·college level certainly 
made my college days more beneficial not only as a leisurely pastime 
but the opportunity to be associated with fine young men and fine 
coaches were more instrumental in molding my thoughts towards huna n 
behavior than any particular class that I took. The excellence of the 
athletic department at Augie is only measured by the end product: not 
the wins and losses but by the caliber of men that it produces as an 
end results. 
Wrestling, 1966 , an educator and farmer/rancher: 
After having a very negative experience with the varsity 
coach - it has made a better coach of me by making me very aware of 
the importance of treating all my athletes equally. 
Basketball, 1967, a dentist: 
It is impossible to really evaluate athletics alone - I was an 
athlete before Augie and after Augie so what effect those four years 
had on personal developmen-t is difficult to analyze. I love athletics 
now as I did then - I believe the people I met and reputation I es­
tablished through athletics has been a real asset to me in Sioux 
Falls. I will always , unless broke , support Augustana athletics and 
am enthusiastic about continuing to upgrade the level of play and 
players. 
Golf,  1967, in business: 
The experience was worthwhile - athletic and the total experi­
ence - it opened many doo rs which have contributed to what I person­
ally regard as highly successful business career - a success which I 
measure only in small pa rt in economic terms. Augie will always 
provide an opportunity to n� ke it happen. 
Baseba 11,  1967, computer programmer: 
Baseball at Augie was a 2nd class sport and hence no scholar-
ships were given. I only played one year then had to accept an off 
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off campus job to help pay for my expenses at college. My interest in 
physical fitness was not influenced by my attending Augie. 
Football, 1967, insurance: 
At the time I played ball , I feel the college was making only a 
half-hearted attempt at an athletic program - 1963-67. Coaching was 
poor , as was equipment and facilities , and only a tiny number of schol­
arships were available thus further limiting talent drawn. With a 
negative approach such as that was , we were doomed to lose consistently 
and frequently. Iha t predicament had monumenta 11 y adverse effects on 
my studies and my morale in general. 
Footbal l, 1 967, ministry: 
The experience was worthwhile. The academic program was ex­
cellent and the coaches emphasized this aspect to the extent that 
athletics wasn't everything. The academic/athletics balance was great . 
Wrestling, 1968,  an engineer: 
My experience at Augustana (or in wrestling) was very worth­
while, self-discipline and a desire to do well individually as a means 
of contributing to the team effort are excellent qualities to a 
wrestler or person in business but most important for success in life. 
The benefit to me is very significant but I can see no area in my 
career where having been involved in athletics have had any influence 
in my professional life. 
Football and track and field, 1968, an educator: 
It was an incredible experience - many lasting relationships 
were formed as a direct result and I'm sure I ' m  a better person because 
of it. Augustana football led to professional football which in turn 
has opened many avenues that I'm sure would never . have been available 
to me otherwise. So yes, it was worthwhile and still is. 
Ba seball and footba ll , 1968 , an  educator: 
I really enjoyed my fellow classma tes and it had ma ny great 
experiences for me. On the athletic field I felt I got the raw deal 
more than once in my sports because I wasn ' t  from a big school like 
Sioux Falls Washington or Richfield. 
Basketbal l ,  1968 , Federal Gov ' t Audit Investi oation : 
My participation in athletics ma de me realize the folly of 
games. It is not a bad lesson to learn , yet there is rrruch more to 
life. Augie presents an unrealistic view of reality to students 
(classroom and athletics ) .  Perhaps it prepares rr a ny well , but my ex­
perience did not give me a true picture. I am not bitter , but the 
school has rrruch to learn about reality and life. I have worked with 
them on many occasions since graduating and see they haven ' t gotten 
too much better. I am optimistic ,  however. 
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Footbal l ,  1 968, a banker : 
Athletics develops a form of discipline in a person that is use­
ful throughout life. The setting of goals and the striving to reach 
those goals both in athletics and life are related. 
Basebal l  and footbal l ,  1 968, an educator : 
I greatly enj oyed the people that I competed with at Augie, 
and I feel that I was treated fairly and honestl y  by the coaches I 
played for. I came to feel, however, that the school never gave enough 
in terms of facilities and money spent so that those athletes who were 
con�eting would have an equal opportunity to win. I enjoyed the quality 
and concern of the faculty members, and definitely feel that the four 
years I spent there were worthwhile and beneficial. 
Footbal l and wrestling, 1968, social services: 
To describe an area of influence is enough. I search my feel ­
ings as I write this, and I feel anger. Not all sure why. The head 
football coach was angry more than he was human. Pressure was on him 
to win - on us to save his joc. I felt the " j oc ks" on campus tended 
to be more arrogant than the : eneral population. It's very possible 
that my impression is select:. 0:e and biased. There were good times; 
there were bad times. In those years (1 966-68) we didn't win much of 
anything at Augie • 
. Basebal l ,  1969, computer programmer: 
Athletic endeavors both at high school and c ollege level were 
of signi ficant impact to me during those years. Today they are fond 
memories but have not significantly impacted either my personal or 
professional life. 
Wrestling, 1969, in business: 
Because of being financially oppressed while in college, I 
worked ful l  time off campus for 40 hours per week, took 16 plus credit 
hours each semester, and tried my best to participate on the wrestl ing 
team for 2½ years. Because of this financial pressure, it inhibited my 
ability to c oncentrate 100% on my studies and my intercollegiate 
athletics. The positives of this however are that I am quite self­
disciplined, appreciative of accomplishments and other elements which 
n� ke one's Quality of life favorable, and not afraid of challenges 
large or sma 11. 
Footbal l ,  1969, Yl-"CA director : 
I would do it the same way again . Had a very good experience 
at Augustana, both academically and athletically. The key is the 
people - instructors, coaches, fellow students and athletes. 
Cross c ountry� 1 969 � an educator : 
My two years of running at Augustana I enjoyed. The program 
existed, however, because of the initiative and personal efforts of the 
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participants. No effort was made by the athletic director to provide 
·adequate coaching or programming. While most of my academic experi­
ences at Augustana were favorable, there was one which still leaves me 
vehemently bitter. I was discriminated against, along with other non­
football players , by the football coach and physical education in­
structor at Augustana. The inj ury that occurred to me and other non­
football pl& ying students is unforgiveable and remains unchanged 
despite having proven my allegations and bringing it to the attention 
of the administration. 
Baseball and football, 1970, an educator: 
I feel that my experiences v,ere very positive and very worth­
while. The level of competition and coaching was very good and appears 
to be improving every year. It has helped me to grow both personally 
a nd professionally by building confidence and self esteem, not only 
through athletics but also through the campus life. 
Baseball, 1970, in busines s: 
It helped me to be aware of my limitations as a person as well 
as an athlete and instilled in me the competitiveness to try and im­
prove upon them. 
Ba sketball and baseball . 1970, Civil Service: 
Life is con petitive, therefore, sport by definition can only 
assist in one' s ability to cope with real world pressures of winning 
and l osing .  
Football, 1970, wildlife research: 
My athletic activities at Augustana were definitely worthwhile, 
but its difficult for me to define specific personal values gained from 
athletic competition. At the time of my participation , I simply en­
j oyed the s port of football. My athletic experiences have become n ore 
important during succeeding years as I' ve learned more about human 
behavior and about myself. I find myself drawing parallels from inci­
dences of football days to everyday life situations. I haven ' t  seri­
ously evaluated what athletics has done for me, but I can't help but 
think it has instilled the idea of "Always give it your best shot. " 
Baseball and footba ll - 1 971 - an educator: 
My athletic career at Augie \':as an excellent experience in every 
way except that while I was participating (probably because I was 
participative) we were not con petitive in the NCC and continual losing 
{under . 500 ) caused the usual psychological and emotional reaction. 
Baseball, 1 971, in business: 
My athletic experiences involved meeting new and lasting friends 
and competing with them. There could and should be a lot more prepar­
a tion in the physical education dept. for their grads, alot of c lasses 
and studies are outdated . I feel very good about n y  experiences at. 
Augustana on the field or off and that it has helped contribute to. my 
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personal and professional life. The only thing I do feel bad about is 
the WEB disbandment. 
Basketbal l ,  1 971 , in business : 
My athletic experience at Augie was a positive one. The way it 
has benefited my life now was through the many people - friends I have 
made while there. It also developed some leadership potential and 
discipline. 
Footbal l  and track and fiel d, 1971, a salesman: 
I have always enjoyed athletics . I am just as much interested 
now as before. I really enjoyed the chance of meeting good people 
through athletics and stil l do. However, I changed my mind about 
footbal l  as I no longer feel it should be stressed so highly . I don't 
feel students should obtain scholarships to play intercol legiate sports 
per se. 
Basketbal l  and . basebal l ,  1971, an educator : 
I feel n� experiences in intercol legiate athletics at Augie were 
very worthwhile. Not only the educational experiences and the practi­
cal learnin� experiences which I received but also the relationships 
which I developed with teammates, coaches, classmates, and instructors. 
Tennis, 1971 , an educator and farmer/rancher: 
Besides generating feelings of good w i l l  for other people , I 
learned a lot about my own ability to push mysel f  to certain limits not 
previously expected. I did learn that I can deal with w inning or 
losing • • . accept either one peaceful ly. I also enjoyed the feelings 
that come with working individual ly and on a team ( or with a group). 
Swimming, 1972, a musician : 
In  ;ny case, as the varsity program was dropped after a few 
years, when I was finally in shape, really in shape, having quit smoking 
a nd enthusiastically  exercised for the upcoming season, I was left feel­
ing disheartened and holding only med iocre records . These I knew I 
could have far exceeded, but the opportunity was no longer there. 
Vol leybal l  and basketbal l ,  1 972, in business : 
My participation in athletics ( basketball  and vol leybal l) was 
definitely a worthwhile, enjoyable experience. My only regret is that 
more varsity sports were not offered for women at Augie. 
Footbal l ,  1972�  in business: 
I think Augustana Col lege and athletics in general have helped 
my personal life immensely. They helped build my character and n ost 
significantly helped me learn to appreciate, understand and relate to 
people - which I guess is the pulse of our lives. 
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Football, 1 972, musician-entertainer: 
I wouldn ' t  have traded ny  experiences athletic and personal at 
any time. The friendship and con�adery of athletics is indispensable , 
it gives a corrm�n ground for other friendships. Professionally it 
keeps a c ompetitive spark alive to help make me a better person and 
businessman. 
Football, 1 972, medical career: 
I look on my experience very favorably. Athletically it pro­
vided the ability to test one ' s skills against the best " small" college 
athletes. Also I think it provided an opportunity to examine numerous 
personality traits of people we participated with and provided an 
opportunity to assimilate those traits in others that were good quali­
ties and to eliminate traits I saw in others that I knew I had also . I 
find that I am a firm believer in liberal arts education because of  my 
Augie experience because I feel it makes one· a much more well rounded 
individual. 
Tennis, 1972, in business: 
My experience was totally an individual opportunity for me to 
better my ability and discipline myself, which has been of great im­
portance to me in business today. 
Football, 1 972, medical career: 
The athletic experience at Augie, despite losing seasons, had 
a very positive influence on me. It taught me to accept my short­
comings but to also strive to improve. The personal interactions were 
very enlightening and I am still in contact with many who I played with. 
Tennis, 1972, an engineer: 
Tennis was worthwhile because I enjoyed the competition. It has 
contributed little to my personal or professional life. 
Basketball, 1 973, an educator: 
I feel that Augustana was a super learning experience for ne 
both as an athlete and a student . The athletic program \/as of high 
quality but most definitely kept in the right prospective. That com­
bined with the quality education I received leaves only positive 
memories for me about my alma ma ter . I feel that Augustana is a unique 
entity in the NCC in regard to the state institutions and out of  that 
comes a weal th of pride for Augie alumni. Augustana and the NCC were 
positive factors in my professional gro th. 
Football, 1 973 � a banker: 
Yes, favorably. I feel I owe the athletic departnent and 
Augustana College for helping me to my profess ional position at this 
time. Therefore I am currently an Augustana Athletic Booster and have 
been fairly active in supporting the Departnent and the school. 
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Football, 1973, an educator : 
The professors at Augustana had a very positive effect on my life. 
As I stated before the athletic department left me with a bad taste in 
my mouth. I felt that I was unfairly dealt with (i.e. ,  getting a re­
duction in scholarship because of the poss ibility of not making it 
through the next season because of a chronic shoulder injury . )  
Football, 1973, in business :  
It was a worthwhile experience in that it prepared me well for 
future life in all fields - it prepared me for all types of adversity 
and formed an attitude in which a goal is set and worked for until 
accomplished. Not only the pleasant goals are worked for but also 
those that are distasteful, no fun or just plain hard work. As in 
athletics, goals aren ' t  always reached but you give them your best. The 
second and possibly most important feature developed through the " ath­
letic experience" is friendship and comradery - often lifelong friend­
ships, usually temporary,- in which you pull w ith others with all you 
have in you for the same goals. Personal relationships, friendship, 
is the # 1  reward of the athletic experience. 
Baseball and footba ll, 1973, an educator: 
It is impossible for me to place a true value on the importance 
Augustana ' s played in my life. My present occupation would ha ve not 
been attained if not for my education . The experiences of Augustana 
( friendships, athletic, social, educational ) have greatly contributed 
to the formation of my personality, my attitudes, and goals. Augus­
tana 's favorable pupil to teacher ratio, fine academic facilities, high 
accreditation , and high level of competition in the North Central 
Conference make Augie a ·very desireable, attractive, and beneficial 
institution. Athletics at Augie was probably more disappointing than 
rewarding, for the coaches of football at that time were poor evalu­
ators of personality, ability and coaching techniques. Their judgment 
was lacking and their player to coach relationships were definitely 
superficial. These characteristics prohibited the athletes to develop 
fully their potentials, both physical and mental. 
Tennis, 1973, in business :  
It was a worthwhile experience despite the fact that I was un­
able to participate as long as I wanted. The only bad feelings I ever 
experienced were those which developed from a personal conflict between 
a coach and n�self. Despite me los ing my scholarship and getting cut 
from the basketball program I can look back and say the overall rna­
turi ty and growth resulting from it was most favorable. 
Tennis and vol leyball, 1973, an actress : 
My athletic experiences at Augustana were worthwhile in the fact 
that they kept me in shape and feeling good. My interest in the depart­
ment was minimal since it wasn't my central interest. I feel the 
women ' s department is still much too conservative - the competition or 
should I say, the tournaments were high times in my college days. I 
have learned to stay physically fit to stay happy. 
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Football, 1973, an educator : 
Participation in varsity athletics at Augustana was a tremendous 
educational experience as well as a mental and physical awakening of 
the need to understand competition, and hov1 this would be a learning 
experience for job corr�etition, and competition in life. 
Tennis, 1973, advertising layout art ist:  
Tennis in Ar izona is a big sport, therefore, I ' ve had many op­
portunities to continue playing. I learned more about tennis on the 
Augie tennis team than I probably would in any college class in tennis. 
I never considered myself that good even though I was on the team. 
Tennis for women was very new then which may be why the overall team 
wasn't that great. Since then I think I've improved and consider my­
self " pretty good. " 
Football, 1974, an educator : 
My participation in athletics - was worthwhile because I learned 
some very important lessons in life. I have learned such traits as 
enthusiasm , desire, industriousness, and honesty. These traits have 
carried into my present personal and professional life since graduation. 
Basketbal l  and voll eyball, 1 974, medical career : 
In g eneral I was very disappointed with women ' s  athletics at 
Augie. If I was to rrajor or minor in P. E . ,  Augustana would not be in 
the list of schools/universities, etc. The competition and interest in 
women ' s  sports was very poor ; for many reasons - no finances for re­
cruitment, no athletic scholarships for women, male P. E. coaches/in­
structors having minimal support and interest in women ' s  athletics . For 
these reasons, ther e were not enough women at Augie who could compete 
in sports with any level of competence; and/or offer any team com­
petition and motivation. Frankly, a few women were " wasted, " concern­
ing athletic talent, by attending Augustana. I hope it ' s  improved 
since 1 974 . 
Basketball, 1974, an educator: 
Women ' s  athletics were disproportionately supported both in 
funds and interest. 
Baseball, 1974, staff assistant U . S .  Senate : 
I t  has g iven me an awareness of the importance of being physi­
cally  conditioned as well as impressing me with the importance of team­
work and friendships built on sharing and competition. 
Football and golf, 1 974 � in business: 
It was a worth\vhile experience. The only major reason I would 
have had about going to a different shcool was a chance to play more. 
But the caliber of students at Augustana as friends and teanm0 tes would 
be tough to beat. The failure of n aintaining a winning record over my 
four years had an effect on the attitude of others i. hich rubbed off on 
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everybody . The winning season in fall of 1973 made participation much 
more enjoyable. 
Football, 1974, medical career: 
It was very worthwhile .  It influenced and strengthened my 
abilities to react to other people, react to difficult situations . It  
has strengthened my religious. faith, my belief in  sports and exercise, 
and strengthened my overall personality . I would not have traded my 
Augustana experiences for anything . 
Track and field, 1974, an educator: 
I enjoyed my participation in athletics at Augustana from my 
own personal experiences . As far as the college was - concerned I was a 
"nothing" simply because my field of participation did not include 
football or basketball . 
Football, 1974, medical career: 
Athletics was worthwhile as it put me through college and other 
than that it was j ust a j ob .  Comradery was present during season but 
faded after the season - I presently have not corresponded with another 
Augie teammate for 4 years . Athletics was valuable in making you alot 
specified blocks of time for study otherwise it wouldn't get done -
still discipline is a self-taught virtue so I can't credit my football 
experience totally for that . Most of my lasting Augie friends are non­
athletes so I can't say that Augie football rrade everlasting friendships . 
Softball and volleyball, 1974, medical career: 
My athletic experience at Augustana was very worthwhile. It was 
a vent for ail my academic frustration and it enabled me to meet and 
learn to cooperate (team effort) with others . When I think back on 
those years - my thoughts are mainly of my athletic experience . Even 
though I am not involved in any team sport now, what I was taught 
earlier will surely benefit me in the future. 
Basketball, softba ll, and tennis, 1 975, an educator: 
Definitely worthwhile - most important and valuable part of my 
whole life . Definite value to me now as a coach - made me a more ef­
fective coach - better understanding of what athletes - go through -
pressure, tensions, frustrations, etc . Athletics were and stil � are a 
constructive outlet for me to relieve emotional tensions and n�intain 
a good level of physical fitness. 
Cross country and track and field, 1975 � systems engineer - IBM: 
My experiences in the athletic programs has caused me to become 
very much "Goal Oriented . "  I feel this is  a positive side effect, for 
my advancement in the business community has been accelerated because 
of  this behavior. The self-confidence attained through participation 
is probably the highest single asset obtained. The experience was very 
worthwhile!  ! 
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Track and field, 1 975, a banker: 
Varsity athletics was very derrBnding. It  took up alot of study 
and social time. Some lasting friendships were developed. It gave me 
a greater understanding of people and an  ability to coftm�nicate with 
them. 
Football, 1 975, an educator: 
I feel I learned a great deal as far as social developrr� nt but 
if I ha d  it to do over I would not have participated in intercol legiate 
athletics. 
Basketball, 1975, a student: 
Athletics was extremely valuable to me as (1) a recreational 
d ivefsion and some source of pleasure , (2) an  opportunity to become 
physically fit, (3) a personal growth experience in learning about 
succeeding. Since college it has contributed favorably in my personal 
life. I t  has been a factor in my professional l i fe. 
Basketball, 1975, medical career : 
Intercol legiate varsity athletics was my most positive and im­
portant college experience. The experience gave me confidence and an 
a dded sense of sel f-worth as well as the physical benefits. I ha ve 
continued playing ball whenever possible and as a Peace Corps Volunteer 
have ma de some of my best Honduran friends through participation in 
. sports. 
Golf, 1975, professional oolfer: 
My experiences in the athletics program were very worthwhi le 
because of my enj oyment of athletics. My biased opinion is that the 
gol f program a t  Augustana should have been given more attention , both 
"coaching wise" and financial ly. Golf demands only a small budget 
and v,rarrants a ttention. From experience , the northern states can 
produce as good or better gol fers as southern states despite the 
limited season. Augustana. has an obligation to offer the chance of 
building a gol f  career for its potential students. 
Baseba 11, 1 976, pol ice officer: 
My athletic career at Augustana was very worthwhile and quite 
enjoyable . Obviously, the fact of staying in shape is constant in my 
career as a police officer. Several times , the fact of my athletic 
status has served me well in a troublesome situation. 
Baseball , 1 976 , an educator: 
Since my long term goals are to coach at the college level, my 
experiences at Augustana were worthwhile to certain extents . I have 
since had other experiences which were somewhat more educationally 
beneficia l to my coaching background , but the base of the foundation 
would probably lie at  Augustana. 
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Footba11 , 1976, human services: 
Was definitely a l earning experienc e and developed my moral 
character . It taught me there will always be those who can make life 
miserable but many more that can be a great influence. Fortunately, 
I found the latter more prevelent at Augie. 
Track  and f ield, 1976, a laborer : 
Athletics has helped me to grow in several ways. It gave me a 
chanc e to travel and strike up relationships with other athletes. It 
also taught me to keep myself in shape so as to help me live a full 
and healthy life . 
Footba l l, 1976, a student : 
Participation on the most part was a worthwhile experience. 
However, several administrators (no coaches) seemed to go out of their 
way to hassle the athletes, even to the point o f  making false accusa­
tions about myself to the coaching staff. Other than this my four 
years at Augustana were enj oyable. 
Tennis, 1976,  · an educator : 
I feel it was a worthwhile experience and a growth both physi­
cally and mentally resulted. Getting physical exercise is for me one 
of  the greatest releases of tension and anxiety, and I always feel 
better after and while being active. 
Footba l l ,  1976, an educator : 
I feel my experiences at Augustana were very positive and I 
believe it was mostly due to the people who made up the Athletic pro­
gram (c oaches and players in all sports) and c ollege itself (students 
and faculty). After graduating from Augie and being a:round others who 
have c ome from other colleges I feel that I can relate more personally 
to "my" c ollege than they. It makes it all worth the time and work I 
spent at Augie. 
Tennis , 1 977, an educator : 
College athletics programs enabled me to c ompete at a more ad­
vanced level, and I learned more about those sports because of my 
participation. I was hired for my first j ob because of  my ability to 
coach in many areas as well as teach • .My experienc es at Augustana in 
the women's program have encouraged me to become more involved in the 
development and administration of athletics and physical education and 
health for all people, and women ' s  rights. r.1ostly because of the in­
equality I felt existed at Augustana prior to Title 9 enforcement. 
Footbal l ,  1977 � in business: 
Some beautiful n-emories, worthwhile both financially and because 
of  the people I becan!e friends with. Discipline is the main contribu­
tion to my post Augie days. 
Gynmastics, 1977, an educator: 
Gymnastics v,as a sport at Augie only one year. 
definitely a very worthwhile cause. If I had not had 
experience, I would not be coaching this sport today 
have my job. 
' 
Basketball ,  1977, playing basketball in Europe : 
But it was 
that 1 year 
I would not 
My experience at Augie, especially through the Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes, has helped me to walk closer with Jesus Christ. 
Basketbal l ,  golf , softball, and track and field, 1977, an educator: 
1 29 
Augustana was and is a ttrrilling place to come. All those 
dollars seem worth it. If there is one unfavorable corrITT�nt to na ke it 
has to be the poor preparation I received for teachi�g health in the 
classroom. Our secondary health could have offered nuch more as far as 
preparations, objectives, and general suggestions for teaching health. 
The women's . athletic program has come a long way in the last 5 years 
and I ' m  proud to have been a part of it. 
Tennis, 1977, medical career: 
I felt it was a very worthwhile experience being involved in 
tennis for four years. I wish that I could have played longer, since 
I attended school for six years. It affected more my personal 1 ife -
i t  helped me grow as an individual, made me aware of what true com­
petition, fairness, and respect for your fellow player is all about. 
I will always treasure those feelings of being part of a team and 
doing something worthv:hile for my school. 
Football, 1977, a student: 
At the time I \vas involved in football the coaches were wallow­
in a mire of F. C. A. theology and hard -core football philosophy. The 
Christianity dichotomy. The coaches simply did not have a primary ap­
proach in their philosophy • • • we were confused as a team and losers. 
In the long run the experience was favorable - I got out. 
Wrestling, 1977 , medical career: 
I feel it �s vorth�hile. It took alot of hard work and nany 
hours of my time but I feel . it helped n e  as a person. It helped me to 
view things from a better perspective and I believe it will be of value 
in  future professional career. 
Cross countrv � 1 977 , public relations : 
Definitely it contributed positively to  my gro "Jth as an indi­
vidual, both physically and spiritually. As mentioned above , it was 
an indirect factor in my present public relations position vith a pro 
sports team. The experience gained in training hard and long will al­
ways be with me I believe. Combining this with the invaluable friend­
ships I gained, I ' ll ah� ys be grateful to the athletic progran at 
Augustana College. 
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Non-graduates of Augustana 
Football, 30's, U.S. Government Civil Service : 
At the time athletics was the only way in which I could get an 
education. 
Football, 40's, an engineer: 
I was recruited by business men in Sioux Fa 1 1s to play football 
for which I was paid. I was married at the time and had a reasonable 
job. The greatest influence on me by a coach was in high school. I 
made all-conference both years I played at Augie, and to this date have 
never been presented a letter. To date I have been happily married for 
32 plus years with three wonderful grandchildren. My la.st year ' s 
salary (1977) was in excess of $40, 000 . I rarely mention my tenure 
at Augie. 
Football, 40 ' s, Northwestern Bell Telephone Company: 
I think athletics gives you more of a secure feeling about 
yourself. Through competition you learn to depend upon your own 
actions both on the field and off. It was a worthwhile experience 
for me. 
Football, 41 -42, a lawyer: 
Collegiate athletics teaches team loyalty and school pride which 
· in latter life become employment loyalty and community pride. These 
are good qualities of benefit to all. They also teach faith in your­
self and success of hard work. College athletics were of benefit to 
me personally and has contributed favorably to my professional life. 
Football, 49-5 1 � in business: 
My athletic experience at Augustana was in some ways a disap­
pointment, perhaps in part due to a rather apathetic atmosphere which 
deemed to prevail during those years foll owing \vw I I. It was however 
a worthwhile experience which has contributed favorably  to my life 
since leaving the campus. 
Football, 50's, military career: 
I would have liked to have gone on and got a degree , but the 
things I could ha ve gotten a degree in weren ' t  the things I felt I 
wanted to do the rest of my life. Sports were very satisfying to me. 
They were a form of emot i onal outlet for me . Sports contributed very 
favorably to my life. It gave me a purpose during my teenage years. 
Without it I would have felt lost. 
Basketball and football � 50 ' s 4 an educator: 
Favorable - the friends I made are lifelong. Being a Catholic ,  
and one of the few at that time participa ting at Augie , expanded 
ideas - myself and my teammates that being a Christian is more important 
than religious differences. 
Wrestling, 60's, in business: 
The reason I transferred from Augustana was the poor quality 
of their wrestling program. 
Football, 61 -63, a butcher: 
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I'm highly in favor of sports in the collegiate level. But as 
far as Augustana is concerned, I was the wrong color at the wrong 
school and their policy today is still the same. 
Wrestling, 64-66, electronic engineer: 
Participating in athletics at Augustana was a worthwhile ex­
perience for me. I enjoyed it very much and it contributed to my 
physical development. I am still very proud to have been an Augustana 
athlete. 
Football and golf, 68-71,  an educator: 
I believe that by my participation I can relate to the students 
I coach better and in a more intelligent way. 
Ba sketba ll and volleyball, 70's, medical ca reer: 
I enjoyed participating in  the athletic program because it was 
a great opportunity to meet new people by traveling to other schools 
and just playing against other teams. I learned to curb my anger when 
things didn't go right, etc. It was totally a worthwhile and reward­
ing experience. By participating I still have kept a good interest 
in m any  areas of sports. 
Track and field, 70's, in business: 
Athletics, both in college and high school, have definitely 
contributed to my total personality. I feel it ha s  developed a certain 
fairness to my fellow man. It has developed a driving motivation to 
accomplish any goal. Athletics is definitely a worthwhile experience. 
Basketball and track and field, 72, in business: 
Even though my stay at Augustana was short (1 year) it helped 
formulate my thinking: Life holds no place for a quitter. Hard 
work, sacrifice, dedication, loyalty, respect, teamwork, fair play -
these same qualities are needed to be successful in any field. Accept 
the fact tha t you can ' t  always win, but you can always be a winner. 
